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Abstract 

Recent police stress fiterature has wnsistently as~ared that orgmiamonaJ aspects 

of worlg rather than o p e r ~ o n d  ones, are identified by officers as being the most 

stressfbl. Exposure to perceiveci worirpiace stress can ailminate in burnout, a state of 

diminished weU-being and bctio1181ityty Although studied among police populations, no 

attempt has been made to examine the link between burnout and the perceptions of 

otFicers regarding chronic exposure to both orgmrizclod and operdioItLI] aspects of 

police work Positive perceptions of work @ences have also been found to iduence 

empioyee behaviour at work specifically o r ~ o n a l  *hip behaviour (OCB), 
- extra-role discretionary behaviom that contnbute to overall orcian;rationai &ciency. 

The purpose of the present study was to examine the degree to which police officers 

appraised ~rgani~onurrl and operatfond facas of work as stress or uplifting, and to 

iovestigate the relationships among such appraisals and bumout and OCB, respectively. In 

order to do so within an intded âamework that ad&& a concephialipition of stress 

as a process ocauring within the person-environment nexus, the moderathg &kts of 

coping style and personalay were considered. ûflicefs fkom the Thunder Bay Police 

Semice and the Northwest Region of the Ontario Provincial Police completed self-report 

measuces of these variables. Whereas negative appraisals tended to depend on the 

fiequency of expoaire to the different fiicets of worlg potentially positive organxzan'onai 

- experiences were identifieci as behg more uplifting than operatioItO] ones. Some evidence 

was found for expected associations among appraisals ofwork, bunout, and W B ,  with 

orgmidonaZ hassles and upWs h g  more s ~ n g l y  associatecl with burnout and OCB, 

respdvely, than operationui ones. Some of the awxhtions were moderated by 

disposition and coping style, although not always in expected directions, supporting the 

contention that chronic exposure to stress may impact on officer weii-being over and 

above third miable innuences. The study bighîighted the importance of considering both 

positive and negative appraisals of the working enviromnent in the study of police stress, 

and the potential adaptive hc50n oî'both problem-focused and emotion-foaised coping. 
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Police Work Experiences and their Relationship to Burnout and 

Organizationai Citaenship Behaviour 

Police work is often thought to be a s t r d  occupation. Cofionting dangerous, 

unpredictable, and ofien emotiody draining situations, witnessing unseemly and tragic 

events, working under public scnitinyy and often taking adversarial positions, would 

intuitively seem stress-provoking. Howevery a substantial bady of recent research has 

shown that it is the organktional aspects of policing that are identSed by.officers as 

being the most stressfùl. Chronic scposure to workplace stress can result in professiod 

burnout, an extreme state of depleted resources. Although much research has beai 

dwoted to the study of burnout, relatively féw attempts have focused on this reaction 

ammg police officers, and none have sought to determine its relationship to M y  aspects 

of work that officers deem stressfbi. 

In addition to their impact on well-being, officers' perceptions of work expaiemes 

may have important impiications for organizationat fimctioning. Recent orgaaizational 

behaviour research has concentrated on the contributions of organizational citizenship 

behaviours to organhtional efficiency. D&ed as extra-role discretioaary acts on the 

part of the employee that coatniute to orgamzatonal fiinctionalityy organuational 

citizenship behaviour has been cited as being toth desirable and necesary. Much of the 

research has identifiesi employee perceptions of procedufaf justice (the fiimess of 

organhtional procedures) to be the strongest predictor of this type of behaviour. In Light 

of the identifieci stressfid nature of the police organization, some cornedon between 

officersf perceptions of their workplace acpaiences and organizational citizenship 

behaviour might be expected. However, no empirïcal attempts have beai made to 

- examine this relationship. Furthetmore, as  there is evidence to suggest that burnout 
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detracts nom work perfiormance, there may be cause to suspect its involvement in 

undennining the perfiormance of organizationai citizenship behaviour as weli. 

In an attempt to better understand these relationships, the present study proposed 

an examination of officerst appraisals of thek work experiences, and levels of both buniout 

and orgsnizational citizenship behsviour. The goal of the study was to detennine the 

extent to which orgmitatiomi and opemtiod aspects of work are waluated as stredbi 

or upfifting, and the extent to which these experiences are differentially associateci with 

buniout and organktional citizenship behaviour. In keephg with the current literature on 

stress, which acknowledges that stress is the r d t  of an integrated process that ocnirs 

within a person-environment nexus, the moderating d i  of coping style and personality 

were also wnsidered. 

In order to better appreciate the ratiode for the study, the foiiowing sections 

review the relevant literatures on police stress? burnout, and organizational cihmship 

behaviour. Foîiowing this, the study designeci to measure the associations among these 

variables is described, 

Police Work and Stress 

It has been an oft cited statement that police work is one of the most s t r d  of 

profbons (e.g., Sigler & Wdson, 1988; Kreitner, Sova, Wood, Friedman, & Reg 

1985). However, as Hart, Wearing, and Headey (1 993) poimed out, ahhough the 

statement may have intuitive appeal because of the dangerous nature of police woriq 

ernpiricai investigations have fded to substantiate such an d o n  (e-g., Brown & 

Campbeli, 1990; Mailoy & Mays. 1984; Temy, 1985). Although research over the past 

two decades has been hampered by the absence of a thkretical fbmework that wuld 

adequately capture the relatiomhip between police officers' work experiences and the 

effects of such on weN-being (Hart et al. 1993; Hart, Headey, & W e a ~ g ,  19%; Hart, 

Headey, & Weafing, 1995). investigations that involved andotal evidence and relied 
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1 
i upon semi-structured interviews have led to a general acceptance of the existence of fi;ur 

categories of police stresson. Opermionai stressrors are those that are inherent to police 

work, whereas orgmtismimi stressors are those that stem frorn the policies and practices 

of the police organization memi messors are those that result f?om deahgs with the 

public and extanal agencies (e-g., courts), whereas indiY&aI sfressors are those that 

mianate f b m  w i t h  the individuai, nich as feiings of helplessness and incornpetence 

(Hart et al., 1993; Bartol, Bergan, Volckens, & Knovas, 1993). A consistent hding 

. from these unqstematic attempts to muisure police stress was that police officers tended 

to ide* the organimtionaI elements as being the most bothersome (e-g., Band & 

Manuelle, 1987; Crank & Caldero, 199 1; Kroes, Margolis, & Humeil, 1974). 

Over the course of the last decade, efforts were been made to employ a more 

empirical approach to the measufement of police work-related stress. How~er, the 

persisting absence of an underiying theoreticai fhnework resuited in the use of an 

assortment of measurement devices in the assessrnent of both job stress and weii-being. 

For example, some researchers (e-g., Cooper, Kirkcaldy, & Brown, 1991; Kirkcaldy, 

1993; Kirkcaldy & Cooper, 1 W2), have attempted to measure the impact of acposure to 

daily work experiences on police officer weli-king ushg an index of chronic or renuring 

job stress (e-g., The Occupationai Stress Indicator, Cooper, Sloan, & Wfiams, 1988). 

whereas others (e-g., Li-Ping Tang Bi Hammontree, 1992; Patterson, 1992; Violanti & 

Aron, 1993). have used a scale desiped to tap specific police work expenences (e.g., The 

Police Stress Survey Spielberger, Westberry, Grier, & Greenfield, 1981). However, such 

scales addressed only negative work experiences. In light of evideace that positively and 

negatively appraised work experiences operate independently to auence oEcer wei!- 

being (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; Hart, et ai., 1993; 1994; Headey & Wearing, 1992), 

and thM positive aspects of the organization can actually serve to enhance wel-king 
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(Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 1999, both scales have b e n  criticized as idequate measues 

of police work-related stress (e.g., Hart et ai., 1993). 

Another approach has been to determine the impact of criticai incidents on officer 

weii-being. However, the validity of this approach to the measurement of police work- 

related stress is questionable considering that chronic exposure to work experiences has 

been found to be more influentid on weil-being then the expenence of sporadic but 

traumatic incidents (Chamberlain & Zika, 1990; DeLongis, Coyne, DakoS FouUnan, & 

Lazanis, 1982; Weinberger, Hiner, & Tiemey, 1987). Furthemore, by focusing on only 

the operaft'01t~I wmponent of work experiences, this approach ignored the general hding 

. that there are several types of job stressors, and that organizdonuZ rather than 

operatiomI job fiicets have been found to be better predictors of officer weH-being. 

Moreover, if one considers that fact thM many officers may work an entire career with 

very littie exposure to such criticai incidents (e.g., an extremely violent death- 

imrestiga-tion, or the shooting of a partner, Kirkham & W o h ,  1980), it seems unlikeiy 

that this method could adequately elucidate the sources of police stress. This has indeed 

been the case, with ody weak associations being found between exposure to such 

incidents and mesures of physical and psychological distress and well-being (Laans, - 

1990). 

Well-being memures in the relevant literaaire also portray the varied and chaotic 

nature of an area of in- bereft of theoreticd inspiration Studies have included indices 

of physicai illness (e.g., Doctor, Cutris & Issacs, 1994; Li-Ping Tang & Hammoatree, 

1992), psychological distress such as depression and anxiety (e.g., Brown & Campbell, 

1990; Joseph, 1989; Violanti & Aron, 1993), mwdiness, worrying and tension (e.g., 

Kirkcaldy & Cooper, 1 WZ), psychiatnc morbidity (e.g., Alexander & Weiis, 199 1; Brown 

& Fielding, 1993), life satisfaction (e.g., Mayes, Barton, & Ganster, 199 1, and indirect 

indices such as job satisfaction (Cooper, Kirkcaidy, & Brown, 1994; Kirkcaldy, 1993; 

Kirkcaldy, Cooper, Fumham, & Brown, 1993; Nomelle, Belles, & Hü1s 1988; Sigler & 
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Wilson, 1988). absenteeism (Alexander & Walker, 1994; Li-Tang & Hammontree, 1992). 

Type A behaviour (Krkcaidy, Shephard, & Cooper, 1993). and dnig and alcohol use 

wolanti, Marshall, & Howe. 1985). 

Finally, the more recent exploration of the role of demographic and individual 

factors in the stress-well-being relationship has refiected a simüar diversity. For example, 

age (e.g., Mayes et al., 1992), gender (e.g., Barton et al., 1992), locus of control (e.g., 

Cooper et al., 1994; Kirkddy et al., 1993). hardiness (e-g.. Li-Ping Tang & 

Hammontree, 1992). self-esteem (Rosse, Boss, Johnson, & Crown, 1991). mood states 

(e-g., Evans & Coman, 1993), and career orientation (Burke & Kirchmeyer, 1 WOa; 

1990b). have d been incorporated into studies examinhg the outcorne of police work- 

related stress. 

In response to the deficit in theoretically inspireci investigations of work 

expeneaces and stress, researchers (e-g., Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 1995) have recentiy 

deveIoped a method by which to meaxe the impact of daily work experiences, by relying 

on the theoretid conceptualirations of stress put forth Ui the tramactional theory 

(Laans & Folkman, 1984) and the dynamic equilibrium theory (Headey & Wearing, 

1989; 1992). Both theones suggest that an analysis of stress rnust be conducted within 

the context of the person-environment nexus. The transactional theory holds that the 

relationship between environmental factors and an individual's response to them is subject 

to the mediating effects of both the appraid (evaluafions of the environment) and coping 

(emotional and behavioural responses directed at change) processes, with coping having a 

direct influence on one's adaptational response, and perhaps even serving to infiuence the 

initiai appraisal process (Lazanis, 1990). The dynariiic equilririum theory stems fiom 

perceived quality of life (PQOL) research, and postulates that a personality-based 
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predisposition works toward the maintenance of an "equiiibriiumn of weU-being in the fm 

of negatively and positively appraised encounters (Headey & Wearing, 1989; 1992). 

A meshing of the two theones lowed for the influence of coping to be expiaineci in t e m  

of the mediating effects of a per~onality-based predisposition (Bolger, 1990; Headey & 

Wearing, 1992). 

The Police Daily Hassles and Uplift Scale (PDHUS; Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 

1995), developed as a mûisure of d d y  police work experïences, was used by these 

researchers to represent the appraid of environmentai &ors in the stress process. The 

scale deviates from previous scales used to rneasure stress among police officers in that it 

includes both negative-and positive aspas  of police work. The inclusion of positive 

aspects was based on the argument that distress and weU-being do not lie on the same 

continuum, but rather, are two separate response dimensions, with positive experiences 

being associateci with increases on weU-being measures while having fiMe impact on 

psychological distress measures, and negative experiences being M e d  to inmeases on 

- psycho1ogical distress measures, while tiaving minimal influence on weU-king measures 

(Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; Deiner & Enimons, 1985; Hart et al., 1993; McCm & 

Costa, 1986; Headey & Weanflg, 1992). 

By incorporating the PDHUS into a mode1 measuring coping style and personaiity 

(neuroticism and extraversion), Hart al. (1995) attempted to elucidate the distressing 

and rewardhg aspects of police work and the relationship of such to the interplay of 

individual factors and psychological distress and well-being. The results offered m e r  

empiricai support for the notion that positively and negatively evaluated orgmizatiomf 

work experiences are more influentid on officer wd-being Cm expected directions) thaa 

operutionarl work experienas, and that these appraisals may have direct &ecfs on weii- 

being over and above dispositional nictors. Fwthermore, positive and negative aspects 

- were found to act independmtly of each other, suggesthg that negatively evafuated 

aspects of work have iittle bearing on the experience ofpositively evaiuated o n e  (Hart et 
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al., 1993; 1994). FinaUy, aithough some support for a mediatiod model was found, 

uncertainty existed as to whether coping piayed a mediational role in appraisal-weU-being 

relationships or whether, as Laranis (l99û) suggested, the coping processes influenceci 

appraisals of work experiences which in tum irnpacted on states of well-being. Clearly, 

this matter awaits investigation of a longmiciinal nature. 

W~th an appreciation for the potential of organi~ona2 work experiences to 

infiuence officers' psychological distress and weU-bein& and the concept of a 'person- 

environment' analysis of work stress, it seems fea~~ile to integrate the notion of burnout, a 

specinc work-related stress, h o  a rndtifkted consideration of stress among police 

officers W a r  to the one proposed by Hart and his colleagues. Iaasmuch as hi& levels of 

bumout have been linked to psychologid distress and physid malaise (as disaissed 

below), low lwels may indicate an absence of such, and ia so doing, reflect states of 

relative work-rehted weU-being. - Furthamore, low levels of one &cet, ciimimshedjoob- 

relafedpersod accompIishment, presumably reflect an adequate sense of work-relate. 

personal accornpiishment which may be constnied as a degree of job satisfaction (work- 

related weli-being). Prior to considering buniout anmg police officers in a "person- 

. environment" model, it makes sense to ewmine existing empirical efforts directeci at 

measuring burnout among police officas. A general overview of the literature on bumout 

is presented below, foilowed by the more specinc consideration of burnout among police 

officers. 

Burnout 

The word "burnout" has corne to be recognued by both lay people and 

professionals m e .  Not only has it received much attention in the iiterature over the past 

two decades, but it seems to have been embraced by society as a 'catch-dl" term for the 

malaise associateci with the stress of modem working He. The result has been a persisting 

mbiguity surrounding its wnceptualization (Farber, 1983). For example, since the early 
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stages of its investigation, buniout has been described as a wearing out, a fkiiing, 

becoming exhausted, losing creativiw, losing cornmitment for work, an estrangement corn 

clients, CO-workers, job and agency, a resporw to the chronic stress of making it to the 

top, and a syndrome of iaappmpriate attitudes toward clients and seif(Perlman & 

Ektman, 1982). Other definitions have chanicterized bumout as the foilowing: a 

physical depletion accompanied by feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, ernotional 

drain, and the development of a negative self-concept and negative attitudes toward work, 

Hie, and others (Phes & Arollson, 198 1); a %tate of fatigue or frustration brought about 

by the dwotion to a cause, way of Wk, or relationship that faied to produœ the expected 

rewardn (Freudenberger & Richelson, 1980, p. 13); and a "progressive loss of ideatism, 

energgr, ppurpse, and concem as a r d t  of conditions of work" (Edelwich & Brodsky, 

1980, p. 14). There are those who have questioned the legitimrtte status of buniout as an 

index of weU-being, claiming that the temi simply semes to denote a trendy "out" fkom the 

responsibilities and pressures of H e  (Quinnet, 198 1). However, for the most part, as 

describecl below, burnout has been acknowledged as a negative and significant response to 

environmental factors (partidady those of work), the symptoms of which indude 

physical, exnotional, and attitudhai facets. 

Conceptual ambiguity aside, those dedicated to the systematic investigation of 

burnout have generally agreed upon the fàct that burnout is best viewed as a process, a 

response patteni which is a consequeme ofa dynamic interplay of environmental and 

individual fhctors (Faher, 1983; Maslach & Jackson, 1984). As such, conceptuaUy, it fits 

nicely dong side the description of stress discussed earlier. The systernatic study of 

bumout over the past few decades has even more ciearly deiineated it as a particular type 

ofjob stress in which the response pattern is multifketed. Specifically, it has been 

generdy accepted that the response pattern to work stressors or demands indudes three 
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components: emotional exhausaion, depersonalization, and feelings of diminished personal 

accompüshment (e.g., Jackson and Maslach, 1982; Maslach and Jackson, 1982; Maslach 

and Jackson 1984). 

The emotiomZ exhmstion component captures the feeling of depleted energy or 

fatigue that one may experience as a result of extendhg oneseifbeyond one's limit of 

emotional resource. According to Cordes and Dougherty (1 993). the realizrition of 

reachg  one's emotional bit may inspire hstration, tension, and a general dreading of 

the work &y experience. The dèpersonaI~on component is cfiaracterized by a growing 

detachment fkom and callousness toward the recipients of one's savices, and a cynicisn 

directed at the orgaaUation for which one works, and one's co-workers. Finally, the 

  mi ni shed pers os on al accompIishment component is marked by feelings of persona1 

incornpetence, and lack of successful achievernent in both professional and interpersonal 

spheres of He. AU three fkcets bave been iinked to a vari* of adverse cond$ions for 

both the individuai and the organization These are disaissed briefly in the following 

~aragra~k-  

Negative wrre1ates of buniout, as they pertain to individual bctïoning, include 

physicd maiaise (headaches, fatigue. insorrmia, gastrointestinai problems), diminished 

weil-being associateci with depression and amüety ( K m  1988; Burke, Shearer, & 

Deszca, 1984a). dimptions in interpersonal relationships (Burke & Deszca, 1986; Burke, 

Shearer, & Deszca, 1984b), enhenced negativity directeci at others, onesee and one's 

agency (Kahüi, 1988). and increased alcohoi, dmg, and tobacco use (Burke t Deszca, 

1986; Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). 

Negative correlates of burnout more diredy associated with the bctioning of 

orgmizations include deficits in work pdormance (Masiach & Jackson, 1985), increased 

absenteeisrn (Jackson, Schwab, & Schuler, 1986) and turnover (Frith 8t Britton, 1989; 
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Maslach & Jackson, 1984), intentions to quit (Burke & Deszca, 1986), and diminished 

organizational cornmitment (Jackson, Turner, & Brief, 1987). The empincal support for 

the deleterious correlates of buniout naturally raises questions about prevention. 

However, in order to take a proactive approach to bumout prwention, there must be 

some understanding of its antecedents. Accordingly, these are descriied below. 

c 
Typidy, the antecedents of bumout have been conceptuaily broken into the two 

categories of individual characteristics and orgaxhtionat characterïstics. Individual 

factors related to bumout include age (Russeil, Ai&er, & Van Velzen, 1987), marital 

statu and the presence of children -lach & Jackson, 1985), social support (Madach & 

Jackson, 1985), years of work experience (Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). personal 

expectations about the self and the organization (Maslach & Jackson, 1984),.and 

dllninished expecfations (Stevens & O'Neill, 1983). Behg married, the presence of 

chüdren, and social support have al l  been negatively associateci with bumout andor its 

component parts, whereas diminished expectations have evidenced positive associations. 

Age and years of work experience have also exhiiited negative associations, with younger 

workers typically indicating higher levels of bumout, and more experienced workers 

reporting lower levels. 

~haract&stics of the organization., wfuch are most pertinent to the focus of tins 

paper, encompass such concepts as role characteristics, job context, and the nature of 

interpersonal contacts within the organization A consideration of role characteristics in 

relation to bumout includes an examination of the degree of (1) experienced role 

- coflict, the discrepancy between one's scpectations of one's work role and the role 

actuaiiy being performed; (2) experienced role mbiguifv, uncertainty regarding one's 

work role predomlliantly the redt of unclear or nonexistent descriptions of performance 

duties; and (3) experienced role ove r ld ,  a perceived overload of organizational 
1 
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expectations in ternis of both qua@ and ~uantity of work Wormance. AU of these 

subcomponents of the role characteristic category have been shown to be positively 

correlated with bumout (Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). 

Job context, as determineci by the fiequency of contact between the employee and 

the service rbcipient, and the intensity of those contacts, has been linked to bumout. 

Specifically, those contexts in which there is a high fiequency of contact, and those in 

which the contact is considered to be emotiodly charged @igh intensity), pdcularly 

when responsibility for the outwme is rehquished to the employee, have been identifieci 

as positive correlates of bumout (Maslach & Jackson, 1984). Furthemore, the type of 

interpersonal contact within the organitaton has been implicated in burnout. For 

example, interactions with unpleasant supavisors have been associateci with higher levels 

of bumout (Leiter & Maslach, 1988). 

Burnout has been predomimntly studied among individuals working in professions 

and organizations in which there is a high degree of interpersonal contact (Golembiewski, 

1986). Originaiiy, investigative emphasis was placed on the emotional seain experienced 

by health-care professiods who typicdy have the responsibility of avaiüng themselves of 

the psychological or physicai burdens of others (Farber, 1983). However, more recentiy, 

the berahire has revealed that bmout is aiso a phenornenon arperienced by those 

iavolved in a variety of "people-orientedn professions in which there is a similar 

responsibility for "the other", such as lawym (e-g., Maslach & Jackson, 1984), teachers 

(e-g., Lanni & Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Pretorius, 1994), and police officers (e.g., Burke, 

1993a; 1993b; Burke & Deszca, 1986; Burke & Kircbmeyer, 1990% 1990b; Burke et 

ai., 1984; Burke et al., 1984b; Jackson & Maslach, 1982). 

Police officers have been the subject of burnout investigations because, although 

they do not belon& strictiy speaking, to a "helping profes9onW,  the^ do have a high 
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fiequency of contact with the public, often in situations of high intensity (Le., emotiondy 

charged interactions). Furthemore, members of the public typically look to police officers 

for solutions to problems, desiring and demancihg them to tend, at least mperfïcialiy, to 

their physîcai, emotional, and social concem. Additionaily, men though officers may 

often be engaged in solo operations (e-g., while driving their cruiser), they are jus  as often 

. reqUred to function within a highly interactive working atmosphere, in which dose 

contact with co-workers is necessary. More importantly, the police work environment is 

one in which mmy organizationai antecedents of bumout are prwalent. The following 

section reviews the anpirical efforts that have been directeci at the examination of bumout 

among police officers. 

Burnout Among Police OftIcen 

Although there is an abundance of research on bumout, only a relatively d 

portion is directeci at the question of burnout within police populations. The studies that 

have focused on this question can be divideci into two categories: those usiag police 

samples as yet another population by which to examine the bumout process in generd, 

- and those looking at the dimensions existing s p d d y  within this population and how 

they relate to buniout. The latter is an srercise aimed at understanding the mechanisms 

operathg within the police milieu, rather than the mechanisms of burnout p a  se. Studies 

representative ofeach category are reviewed below. 

An example of research exaniiniag the mechanisms of bmout is the 1986 study by 

Burke and Deszca, which used a police sample to investigate the use and did i ty  of the 

phase mode1 of bumout put forth by Cherniss (1980), and researched by Golembiewski 

and his wlleagues (e-g., Golembiewski, 1984; Golembiewski, Mumenrider, & Phelan- 

Carter, 1983; Golembiewski & Munze~der, 1984). The mode1 postulates eight phases 
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of bumout, each one being defined by a rathg of low or hi& on each of the Maslach 

Bumout Inventory's (Maslach & Jackson, 1986) three subcomponents. The progression 

of the phases is determined by the progression of onset of each of the three 

subcomponents, which, according to Golembiewksi (1984), move fkom feelings of 

depersonalization, to feelings of diminished personal accomplishment, and ultimately, to a 

state of emotional exhaustion Thus, an individual in the initial stage of buniout (phase 1) 

would display low levels of al1 three components, wherûis an individuai experiencing 

extreme buniout (phase 8) would show high levels of ali three. Sandwiched between these 

two m e m e s  are the six pmutations of the lows and highs on each component according 

to the theoretical progression. 

Typically, studies investigating the vaiidity of the phase mode1 have sought to 

establish the existence of consistent patterns of wvariation betweea the eight phases of 

bumout and variables implicated in the burnout progression. Such variables have included 

work setting (the organktion's orientation and goals, expected work load, and the degree 

of stimulation, autonomy, supe~sion,  and social isolation), sowces of stress (doubts 

about one's competency, bureaucratic interference, difiïculties with clients, and lack of 

stimulation, fblf3ment and coiiegiality) and individual characteristics (demographic 

information, career orientation, intemal demands, and degree of outside support; 

Cherniss, 1980). Theoretically, measures of these variabIes should increase and decrease 

in expected directions as the experience of burnout progresses through the eïght phases, 

with individuais in more advanced phases identifying greater deficits in the quaiity of their 

work setting, a more negative attitude toward their work, and diminished weil-being. 

Data fi-om Burke and Deszca's (1986) police sample showed that a varîety of work 

setting and personal outcome variables were associated with the progression of burnout in 

expected ways. Th& results also revealed that 23% of the police officers in their sample 

were experiencing extreme stages of Bumout (phase 8). while another 23% were 

experiencing extrernely low IeveIs (phase 1). According to the authors, thîs finding 
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deviated somewhat fiom distributions reporteci in similar studies using samples of other 

professionais (e-g., Golernbiewski & Munze~der, 1984), raising the question of potential 

Merences in the degree to which police officen experience leveb of bumout 

relative to workers in other orgauhtions. 

Although this and other studies by Burke (e-g., 1993a; 1993b) expandeci upon 

previous empincal endeavours by incorporating an assessrnent ofboth the impact ofwork 

on non-work facets of Me, and physical and psychological well-being as reflected in 

measures of psychosomatic symptoms, negative mood States (e.g-, depression, overt 

aggression., anger, and irritation), alcohol and dmg use, and physid health and life style, 

they nonetheless, included only generic work setting variables deemed potentidy stressfui. 

Furthemore, when an attempt was made to inciude a measure of some stressf.uI facet 

unique to the police working environment, only a measure of exposure to potentialiy 

traurnatic police events was used (The Schedule of Recent Experiences; Holmes & Rahe, 

1967). As was prariously discussed, this type of measure may be a poor "source of 

stress" indicator due to the unequai distribution of experiences with such H e  events among 

officers. Therefore, its potentiai to provide information about the relationship between 

bumout and aspects of the police milieu may be Lùnited. 

ûther researchers'have used police -ples to investigate a number of bumout 

melates. Rosse et ai. (1991), seeking to replicate previous hdirigs that showed self- 

esteem to be negatively associated with buniout (e.g., Golernbiewski & Kim, 1989), 

explored the link using large samples of police officers and hospital workers. The results 

wrroborated prior research efforts, thereby contributing to the generalizability of the 

finding. Furthemore, aithough the data failed to estabw seIf-esteem as a moderator of 

burnout, they did aiggest a dual role for seIf-esteem as both an antecedent and 

c o q e n c e  of bumout. Ross and his colieagues cited this duality as widence of the 

necessity to consider persodty components dong with situational variables in the 

bumout equation. 
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Burke and Kirchmeyer (l990a; 1990b) used police samples to explore the concept 

of career orientation, a fom of occupational self'ancept (Chernïss, 1980). They Iooked 

first at the relationship between one's career orientation at weer onset and later negative 

experiences associated with burnout, and then at the relationship between m e n t  career 

orientation and burnout, stress, and job satisfàction. The former study identifieci the 

Meer oiientation, socid octntist, as being most susceptible to the negative physical and 

psychologicai correlates of bumout in a police work environment, whereas the latter round 

thai the career orientation, seFinvestor, was moa associated with concurrent burnout and 

diminished well-bcing. 

F i y ,  Burke (1 989a) investigated the relationsbip between career plateau and 

buniout. Accordhg to Burke, existing research found that, aithough car- plateau may 

not necessarily be linked to psychological and physical malaise, and diminished work 

performance, an individuai's ability to deal with career plateau may be, with spe&c 

organjzational dunensions possibly influenchg such relationships. The study found that, 

althou& officers at career plateau (defined by a status of constable for 15 years or more) 

assessed th& work environment more negatively than their non-plateau counterparts, and 

reported more perceived stress at work, greater work alienation and intention to quit, and 

Iess job satisiàction, they did not indicate greater psychological and physical distress. 

The fiading that "plateaued" officers evaiuated their working enviro~ment 

negatively without necessady showing elevations on measures of the adverse outcorne 

variables ofien associated with nich appraisal (e-g., Hari et aLy 1993; 1994; 1995), led to 

a description of career plateau as a possible coping mechanism. That isy the donning of a 

"less committed" attitude toward work (as reflected by the plateau) was seen as a method 

by which to counter adversity experienced at work. However, although t may protect an 

officer fkom the negative outcornes associated with bumout, low cornmitment to one's 

work mns wunter to the interest of any organizatiion, and thus can be seen to reflect a 

negative consexpence of bumout of an organizational nature. It would be beneficial to 
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our understanding of the negative impact of bumout on organïzationd hctionality, to 

test this hypothesis using a rneasue of work performance related to work cornmitment. 

O r g m i ~ o ~ Z  citizemship behaviotir is one such measure and wili be discussed in detd 

in a subsequent section. First, the disaission wiii turn to the second type of research effort 

involveci in the study of bumout among police officers. 

The second category of research on police and bumout is more specjfïcaliy focused 

on the unique attributes ofthe police environment and how they migbt be related to weU- 

being. An example of this type ofresearch is the study by Steanis and Moore (1993). 

Drawing upon both prevïously identified correlates of stress within the police working 

environment and police persomiity profles, these researchers attempted to determine the 

degree to which such variables were 8SSOCiated with burnout. For example, the presence 

of @cal attitudes on the part of police officers has reguiarly been cited in the literature 

on police stress, often being desmieci as an ineffective coping mechanism used to combat 

the stress of police work wolanti & Marshall, 1983). and b&er police f?om society 

(Niederhoffer, 1967). Sirnïiarly, authontarianiSm or "the John Wayne Syndrome" has also 

been implicated in the ineffeaive coping respome of police officers (Chandler & Jones, 

1979; Violanti & hhshaü, 1983). Measures of ôoth constxucts were included in the 

Stems and Moore study. Additiody, a consistent indicator of police personaiity, an 

elevated K scale @AMPI), was included to examine the relationship between police 

personai& and burnout. 

From among the hdings, the authors pointed to a solid relationship between these 

negative attitudes and bumout, suggesting that these attitudes might be coasidered 

additionai prominent indiators of bumout among police officers. Furthemore, whereas 

personality fmors where show to have only a weak association with buniout, rneasures 

ofgeneral webbeing, psychologicai distress and h d t h  concems, Hie satisfaction, and the 
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extent to which work was perceived to interfere with sports or hobbies, were found to 

have the strongest. S t e m  and Moore concluded that bumout among police officers was 

disconcerting because of its broad potentiai negative impact on officers' lives in generai, 

and that officers' working environment could be an important mecedent of buniout. 

They recornmended that fiture attention be directeci at determinhg the negative &is of 

officers' working environment rather than focusing on character flaws associateci with a 

negative response to police work 

Ln another study representative of this category, Burke (1989b) examineci career 

stage, satistkction, and buniout among police officers. Although career stage wuld be 

examuiecl in any work enviro~ment, Burke's goal was to build upon previous research that 

had demonstrateci the existence ofa  partidar pattern- of association between career stage 

and weii-being among police officers. SpecificaiIy, evidence f?om previous researcb (e.g., 

Cooper, 1982; Violanti, 1983) suggested the existence of a curvilinear relationship 

between these variables, with officers in mid-career stages (9- 12 years) showing the most 

elevated levek of distress. Burke found simiiar evidence of a cundinear relztionship 

between career stage, work setting, and bumout, while controlling for the possible 

confounding effects of age. Constables having between 6-1 5 years of police experience 

reported a greater degree of perceived stress, work alienation, worlc-My wnflict, and 

bumout, took a greater number of sick days, and had a more negative attitude toward 

their working environment than ttieir wunteq~arts with less and more experience. 

The diminished satisfaction appeared to focus on unmet career expectations, the 

lack of control over career path, and the uncertainty of career prospects, al1 of which were 

explamed in terms of an increased desire for promotion arnong officen at the mid-career 

point relative to officers with less or more experience. Speculation suggested that 

promotion at mid-aueer stage may be important because it is often seen as synonymous 

with status withia the organization. Furthemore, the unique and ofien penasive 

arnbiguity ùiherent in the constable role (Driver, 1985), coupled with feelings of being 
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locked into a chosen career by needs for security and pay, may cause officers at mid- 

career stage to view promotion as a way to validate their effectiveness in the organization 

This reasoning supportexi the theones of bumout which attributed role ambiguity and 

unmet acpectations to increases in bumout (e.g., Maslach & Jackson, 1984). 

Although the purpose of Burke's study was to expose a specifïc aspect (promotion 

and career stage) of the police environment that may be conducive to burnout, the absence 

of a comprehensive measure of potential daily police stressors is signincant. Such was the 

. case in a more recent study by the same author. Burke (1994) examineci bumout among 

police officers within the hmework of a muitivariate causallysrdered model of 

antecedents. Although individual coping initiatives were incorporated and examined for 

their infiuential impact on both bumout and outcorne variables, littie in the way of daily 

work stressors was addresseci. There was mention of the fàa that there may be a variety 

of potentidy negative and chronic aspects of the police working environment, both of an 

organimonaI (e-g., excessive paperwork, SM work, the militaristic nature of the 

bureaucratie structure) and opermonaI (e-g., lack of respect fiom the public, 

conf?ontational and negative interchanges with the public, threats of violence) nature. 

However, none were included in the fiamework of the model. As in previous studies 

(e.g., Burke & Des- 1986; Burke & Kirchmeyer, 1990a; 1990b), a measure of 

stressfbi eveats represented the ody attempt to incorporate sources of work stress. These 

cannot be discounted altogether as sources of officer stress, as indeed the results of this 

study pointed to their relationship with measwes of diminished weil-being. However, the 

author himseIf achowledged the importance of expanding the representation to include 

other work stressors. 

In sumrnary, studies in the area of bumout among police officers have been few 

but varied. Whereas some have added to our knowledge of burnout as a phenomenon that 

affkcts police officen in a manner similar to other professionals, others have highlighted 

unique aspects of the police work environment that have the potential to influence officer 
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burnout. In generai, these snidies have ovenvhelmingiy demonsaated the link between 

bumout and diminished well-being, hding officers who indicated higher levels of bumout 

to also report increases in psychosomatic symptorns, tension and anxiety at home, career 

plateau, cynical attitudes, withdrawal tiom socialking, and a p a t e r  negative impact of 

job demands on non-work facets of their hes. 

OveraU, it is apparent that there are a variety of antecedents and consequences of 

bumout. However, the manner in which variables interact to perpetuate the process 

rernains unclear. Future studies would do well to incorporate these into a multivariate and 

integrated fhmework to better address stress as a process. Furthemore, none of the 

studies presented above included a comprehensive measure of chronic work stressors 

unique to the police work environment - the events, ciramutances, and duties to which 

officers are exposed on a daily basis and that have the potentiai to be bothersome (or 

beneficiai). In light of the existing empirical and theoretid information irnplicating the 

structure and bctioning of the organization in the bumout process, it makes sense for 

researchers interested in bumout among specific employment populations to include in 

their inquiries measures of sources of stress unique to the population under study. To the 

extent that chronic exposure to daiiy stressors has been demomtrated to have the most 

potential for deleterious impact on officer weLl-behg, it also makes sense to include a 

measure of such in an investigation of bumout antecedents- This was one purpose of the 

present study. 

But what of the impact of such exposure on the "weil-being" of the organization? 

If wduations of work experiences have the poteitial to impact on officer well-being as 

has been suggested, might they also be expected to impact on the weil-being of the 

organization by influencing officers' behaviour in relation to it? The term orgmii~cronuI 

citizensrhip b e W m  (OCB) has often been used to connote an employee's conm'bution 

to organizational "weU-being" (efficiency) through positive spontaneous and innovative 

acts that go beyond those dictated by job descriptions. It mi@ be expected that chronic 
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exposure to aspects of the working environment wouid infiuence one's actions of 

organizationd citizenship, depending on one's evaluation of that environment. 

Furthemore, as was discussed in an earlier section of this paper, there is evidence to 

suggest that individuai weU-being itself; as meanired by burnout, is associated with an 

assortment of negative consequences for the organization (e.g-, increased absenteeism and 

intention to quit, diminished productivity, career plateau), including diminished levels of 

organi7ritiona.l w d t m e n t  (Burke, 1989a; Jackson et al., 1987; Leiter & Maslach, 

1988), which irnplies the possibility of both a direct and indirect înfiuence of bumout on 

organkationai citizenship behaviow. 

OCB was theoreticaiiy implicated in organizational efficiency severai decades ago 

(Katz, 1964; Katz & Kahn, 1978). Renewed interest m the potential of such behaviour to 

bear direcfly on organhational&ciency has inspired a recent proliferation of research 

aimed at the theoreticai and empirical understanding of this relationship. Although several 

labels have been used to reflect this type of behaviour (e-g-, organizatiod spontaneity, 

prosocial bebaviour), each with its own defining characteristics, OCB has been the most 

often cited. Whereas much of the research has explored the work environment and 

pefsonality correlates of OCB, no shidies have examined its relationship to specific work 

experiences and bumout, and none have addressed these associations witbin a police 

environment. This was a second purpose of the present study. In order to better 

appreciate the impact of work experiences and individual factors on organizational 

efEciency as measured by OCB, the following section reviews the literature on the OCB 

wnstruct* 

Organizationai Citizenship Behaviour 

OCB represents a mbtle aspect ofjob performance and is receivllig much attention 

in organizational behaviour literature for its potential impact on the successfiil fhctionuig 
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of organYations. Whether such attention reflects a growing appreciation of the Limitations 

of more traditional measures of job performance to adequately capture the dynamics of the 

work environment-employee behaviour relationship. or the recent push of global 

cornpetition for more refined measures of success (e.g., innovation and flaubiüty vmus 

simple productivity), or both, rernains uncertain. What is apparent is that despite a 30 year 

old discussion of the importance of extra-role contriiutions on the part of employees to 

organirational efficacy (Katz, 1964; Katz & Kaha, 1978), it is only recentiy that a 

plenitude of empirical efforts have been directed at uncovering the mechanisms, 

antecedents, and wnsequences of OCB. 

c- . * 

Two major conceptuaiizatioas have dominated the OCB Iiterature and represent 

the lack of theoretid consensus that currently plagues the a m  The ht is put forward 

by Organ (1988). who dehed OCB as 

. . .individuai behaviour that is discretionary, not directiy or explicitly recognized by 

the formal reward system, and that in the aggregate promotes the effeaive 

hctioning of the organization. By discretionaty, we mean that behaviour is not 

an enforceable requirement of the role or the job description, that is, the clearly 

specifiable t m  of the person's employment contract with the organization; the 

behaviour is rather a matter of personai choice, such that its omission is not 

generaliy understood as punishable (p. 4). 

This definition has corne to be represented by five subcomponents or dimensions. 

niese include Altniism, Conscientiousness, Sportsmanship, Courtesy, and CMC V i e  

Behaviour. AItmism captures those spontaneous behaviours directeci at helping both CO- 

workers and customerdciients with tasks andfor problems, and Generahd complimce 
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or Comcientiousness refers to the more global concept of carrying out duties beyond 

minimal requirements. The Sporzmtaftship dimension reflects an employees' abstinence 

nom perfoming negative behaviours, such as compiaining about unavoidable work 

amoyances, whereas Cmrtesy encompasses employee behaviours aimed at preventing 

work-related problems that &éct co-workers, such as offerhg reminders, passing dong 

information, and coasulting others prior to taking action. Finally, CMC Vinte Behaviozîr 

refers to responsible participation in the political Mie of the organization, such as attendhg 

meetings, keeping informeci about central orpkational issues, and getting involved in 

tlcfivities aimed at bettering the organilation (Deluga, 1994; Schnake, Cochran & 

himler, 1995). 

The basis of îhis conceptuakation ofOCl3 is the social e x c h g e  reWomhip, 

which refers to the idea that a relationship in which rewards both materid and 

. psychologicaI (e-g., statu, loyalty, approvai), outweigh costs, will inspire long-standing 

and mutuai trust. According to ûrgan & Konovslq (1989), social exchange encompasses 

a potentially broad constellation of workplace fâctors which are Iargely non-contracnial in 

nature and not necessarily predetermined, whereas an economic exchange is dictateci by 

predetennined contracts such as pay scheduies. Thus, fair treatment on the part of the 

organization and its representatives in wmecfion with these factors, may be seen by the 

employee as midence of their own involvement in an estabfished relationship rich in non- 

monetary rewards, which can be reciprocated through acts of OCB. Conversely, unjust 

treatment may alter an employeels view of the situation toward a more economically-basd 

exchange in which ody actions exacting compensation (e-g., pay) are perfomed. Thus, 

OCB may be l e s  iikely to occur in situations involring unjust treatment (Deluga, 1995). 

The other major conceptualization of OCB was articulateci by Graham (1991), 

who defined OCB as a masure of work behaviour denoted by a three-dimensional 

framework: obedience, loyalty, and participation. This definition was based on an 

adaptation of a political philosophy of "responsible citizenship" (e.g., Cary, 1977; uikeles, 
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1969; Janowitz, 1980; Pateman, 1970). Like a responsible citizen who obeys the laws of 

orderly society, is loyal to its interests and values, and actively pdcipates in its 

perpetuatiori, an employee who engages in OCB is seen as one who acknowledges the 

necessity of niles pertaining to the structure and hc t ion  of the organiration and obeys 

them (obedience), identifies with the organization and defends it against criticism and 

threats (loyalty), and actively concerns oneselfwith its affairs by keeping infonned through 

such acts as attending non-mandatory meetings, discussing new and inforneci opinions, 

and g e n d y  acting in the best interests of the whole (participation). Thus, OCB in this 

sense includes traditionai elements ofjob performance and political behaviour related to 

the organizatioq as weli as the extra-role, discretionary behaviours capturai in Organfs 

definition. Behg broader in nature, this definition of OCB aüowed a variety of employee 

behaviours to be considered in the assessrnent of OCB, that although advantageous to the 

0rgani;rrition. may otfiexwise have been constnied as in-role in nature, and thus disinissed 

in empincai analyses. 

At the hart of the political theory of OCB is the covenantal relationsh@, defined 

as  a malescent relationship govemed by a cornmitment on the part of both parties to the 

weKie of the other, with each party's obligations extendhg beyond seKinterest, and each 

party's actions witbin that relationship being based on a transcendent set of values 

(Graham & Organ, 1993). The ciifference between the social exchange relationship and 

the covenantal one (even though both are based on the notion of reciprocity) is that the 

former is govemed by an assessment of performance within the relationship, and actions 

are altered (or the relationship is terminated) accordhg to whether or not the other p a .  

is Living up to expected obligations. The covenantai relationship on the other band, is 

govemed by a mutual trust that secures each party's confidence in their stahis as a 

permanent Party, such that perceptions of inadquate performance do not lead to a 

temunation of the relationship or the necessary altering of behaviour, but rather they 

inspire a stn>ggle towards progress within the relationship (Bromley & Busching, 1988; 
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Graham & Organ, 1993). As Van Dyne, Graham, and Dienesch (1994) suggested, 

covenantai relationships "are existentid; they focus on a state of being and involve 

intrinsicaüy motivated effort rather than d g  something or g&g somewhere.. . .The 

more strongly a person identifies with the collective entity (such as a partinilar 

relationship or community) and feels valued and values the connection, the less that 

. individual wiil rely on legai sanctions to resolve ditlncuities, and the more he or she will be 

an active contributor" (p. 768). 

According to Graham (1991), because OCB nom this perspective is associateci 

with wvenantal relationshipq in which undesirable changes in orgarhtionai conditions 

do not n e c e s d y  resuit in the commemurate withdrawd of OCB (as îypically occurs in 

social exchange relationships), behaviours geared toward offsetting undesirable behaviow 

can be included in the definition of OCB. Thus, iostead of envisionhg the withdrawai of 

extra-role behaviours in response to dissatisfaction with perceived inequity, Graham 

argued that such dissatisfaction may actually inspire employee OCB as a method by which 

to repair organizational hctioning. This was seen as an example of participatory 

responsibility (e-g., voicing concem), which represents a strong fom of OCB inasmuch as 

it requires an employee to maintain vigilance over o rgh t iona l  operations, be concemed 

"th principles, and display moral courage by disrupting the routine of the organization, 

perhaps bringuig upon oneseif an invidious reptation. 

By including political participation as ari integral componem of OCB, and 

highlighting such a controversial interplay between obedience and participation, Graham 

portrayeci OCB as more cornplex than that suggested by Organ's (1988; 1990) "good 

soldiern analogy, which Likened the "good employee" to a diligent soldier who would 

work conscientiousiy, obediently, and CO-operatively, ununtil such a time as the organization 

was perceived as unreciprocating and exploitative. The advantage of this defuition 

relative to the nrst, is its reliance on a theoreticai foundation as a detenninant of what 

should be measured, rather than an extension of its conceptuai dimensions based only on 
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ad hoc efforts (Moorman & Blakely. 1992). Nonetheless, the OCB literature (as reviewed 

below) is dominateci by studies relying on scales assessing OCB from the standpoint of 

Organ's original defbition (e.g., Aquino. 1995; Bateman & Organ, 1983 ; Deluga, 1994; 

1995; Konovsky & Pugh, 1994; M a c K e ~ e .  Podsakoe & Fe$ter, 199 1; Moorman & 

Blakely, 1995; Organ, 1988; ûrgan & Lin& 1995; Podsakoe MacKenzie, Moorman, & 

Fetter, 1990; Schnake et al.. 1995; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983). 

DBierent conceptu~î ions  aside, there tends to be a consensus regarding the 

desirability for and n e c e d y  of OCB in the succesdid hctioning of organhtions. As 

Kemery, Bedeian and Zeatr (1996) artinilated, OCB is important fiom a systems 

perspective in that such behaviour "serves to maintain an organization's interna1 

equilibrium. Through the co-operative acts of employees responding to one anothefs 

ne&, an organi7ation's flexiiility is inaeased and, therefore, the probability of its long- 

term success rnay be enhanced" (p.635). In order to understand the conditions under 

which it operates, the trend among present &y researchen interested in OCB has been to 

h s h  out its potential antecedents. Such empind efforts, aimed at uncovering both 

individual and situational factors related to OCB, are discussed in turn in the foUowiog 

sections. 

The beiief that certain traits or dispositional tendencies may incline one toward a 

particula. type of behaviour has fuelled the search for individual fkcton predictive of 

OCB- Researchers have targeted The "Big Fivew personahy factors, specifically 

AgreeabZeness and Conscientiotlsnes (e.g., Bamck & Mount, 1991; Konovslq Br Organ, 

1993; Mwrrnan, 1990; Organ, 1990; ûrgan & Lingl, 1995; Smith a al., 1983), 

dispositional afféctîvity (e.g., George, 199 1; ûrgan & Konovsky, l989), and extraversion 

and neuroticism, the underlying traits of dispositionai affect @arrick & Mount, 199 1; 
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Smith et al., 1983). as possible OCB correlates However, prelMinary hdings have 

provideci only equivocal evidence to support a dispositional lïnk dong these hes. 

Dispositionai affect has been suspected of predisposing an individual toward 

a f f d v e  states, which, in conjunction with the stronger effkcts of situational fkctors 

present in the work place, rnay directly influence OCB (George, 1992; Organ, 1994). 

Empincal examinations of the comection between mood state, or the gecrive component 

of job sc~tisjaction (Ajzen, 1989; Schnake, 199 1; Schnake et ai., 1995) and OCB have 

consistentiy demonstrated a positive association between these two variables (e-g., 

Bateman & ûrgan, 1983; Organ, 1988; Organ & Konovsky, 1989; M e r ,  1987; 

Schnake, 199 1; W a  199 1), with mood state possiby mediating the relationship between 

perceptions of fairness, or the cognifive component ofjob and OCB 

(Moorman, 1991). For example, the induction of a positive mood state among employees 

through the perception of fair treatment was shown to be linked to OCB, whereas 

perceived dishonesty, manipulation and fkvouritsm was shown to inspire a hostdity 

between employees and decision-rnakers (negative mood state), which in turn was 

associateci with diminished levels of OCB, as weil as  overt antagoaistic acts, such as 

vandalism, breaking rules, and complaining (Aquino, 1995; Fortado, 1992). Thus, 

contrary to traditional job performance iiterature, which pointed to a weak association 

between measures of job sati&ction and job performance (e.g., Fischer, 1980; IafEildano 

& Muchinski, 1985; Petty, McGee, & Cavender, 1984), job satisfhction has becorne a 

widely acceptecl antecedent of OCB, suggesthg that previous research may have been 

ümited by its Mure to adequately operationalize job performance (Organ, 1977). 

The cognitive aspect of job satisfhction, or perceived m e s s  of workplace 

structures, fhctions and procedures, has also been examineci in relation to OCB (e-g., 

ûrgan, 1988; ûrgan & Kovonsky, 1988). The assumption behind such investigations was 

that perceived unfairness would not necessarily result in a reduction in work performance 

definecl as in-role (behaviom that are typically governeci by organizational rewards and 
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sanctions), whereas extra-role behaviours (OCB) Mght be something diredy affecteci by 

an ernployee's perception of workplace equity, as they are not, by dennition, govemed by 

the same reward-sanction system. In others words, when an employee perceives the 

working environment as unfairy hidher ody option might be to withhold non-prescnied 

behaviours that wodd otherwise have benefited individual CO-workers and the 

organization as a whole, and for which no punishment wodd ennie (or they may engage in 

behaviours that might diredy harm both). As it is one of the main contentions of the 

present study that perceptions of the work environment may be wrrelated with OCB, a 

review of situational fkctoa potentidy influentid on OCB is requîred. Accordingiyy the 

foUowing section presents the relevant theoretical considerations and empirical efforts 

directed at uncovering the relationships among workplace operations, perceived fhess,  

and OCB. 

The assessrnent of the role of perceived m e s s  in workplace behaviour has 

typically focused on the perceived faimess of outcomes of decisions made by s u p e ~ s o n  

and organization heads (distriibutive justice), the procedures used when making such 

dechions (procedurai justice), and the method by which the recipients of the decision 

outcomes are treated by decision makers (imteractional justice). These aspects of 

perceived fainiess fall under the rubric oforgcniirorionjustice, and represent three distinct 

caîegories therein (Eskew, 1993). 

Researchers interesteci in the role of perceived faines in predicting OCB have 

examineci perceptions m g  within the three categori-es for their potential infiuence on 

employee behaviour. Behaviour such as showhg concern and offering feedback d e r  a 

decision is made (Eskew, 1993), conducting pdo~nance  evaluations, promotional 

processes, grievance procedures and compensation systems in an non-biased, ethicai, 

consistent, and accurate way (Greenberg, 1986; Eskew, 1993). and o f f h g  the employee 
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a degree of control in organizational processes (Greenberg, 1987; Paese, Lind, & M e r ,  

1988) have all been tinked to employee perceptions of m e s s  and OCB. Overall, 

empirical analyses have suggested that procedural and interactive justice may be the most 

important predicton of OCB (e-g., Aquino, 1995; Folger & Martin, 1986; Moomian, 

1991). 

Many OCB researchers have focused on the role of "trust in supervisor" when 

examinhg the perceived fâirness-OCB association, with some suggesting a mediationai 

role (Bateman & Organ, 1983; Konovsky & Pugh, 1994), and others establishing an 

empirical Iink between trust-enhslncing behaviom and OCB (e-g., Deluga, 1994; Deluga, 

1995; Organ, 1988; Niehoff & Moormaq 1993), and between Wendly, mutually trusting 

and supportive working relationships among leaders and members and OCB (Liden & 

Graen, 1980). According to the original theory of social exchange (Blau, 1964), trust is 

the necessary component of the sacial exchange relationship because, unlike the economic 

exchange relationship, in which behaviour is conducteci according to circumscni reward 

scheddes, the social exchange relationship progresses over the long-term, and thus may 

involve periodic incongnùties in conmbutions and benefits. Therefore, mumitual m a  in 

each party's conm%ution over the long-term is essentid to the perpetuation ofthe 

exchange. Besides making intuitive sense that employees would reciprocate such 

treatment with extra-role behaviours, this and other similar fidings (e.g., Manogran & 

Codon, 1993), tend to support the argument that the reciprocai component of the social 

exchange is important in the prediction of OCB (Organ, 1988). 

Researchers have atternpted to incorporate a variety of 0 t h  edronmental 

variables potentially bearing on workplace behaviour into the OCB equation. Reward 

practices, both real and perceived (Schnake & hunler, 1993), social mes Crnfomai, 

spontaneous communications), direct modeliing of citizenship behaviours as demomtrated 

- by supervisors and co-workers (Schnake, 1991), work context (e-g., culture, task 

interdependence, shared n o m ,  work unit homogeneity, and techaology; Karambayya, 
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1990; Schnake et al., 1995), and non-monetary incentkes, such as positive evaluations 

(Werner, 1994). as well as the mediahg roles of work ethic, degree of self-moaitoring, 

sensitivity to perceived inequity, and the needs for approval, achievement, and autonomy 

(Schnake, 1991), have aU been suggested as infiuenchg OCB. Of course the question 

arises as to whether or not behaviours perfomed in response to rewards, anticipated or 

otherwise, actually fd within the defining parameters of OCB. However, as Kemery et 

al., (1996) suggested, such factors are important when attempting to predia the Iikelihood 

of a behaviour occwïng, and that the presence of rewards does not necessarily remove 

the discretionary aspect of OCB, in that the fidure to engage in it is not sanctioned in this 

wntext; its performance is merely encouraged. 

In summary, OCB has attracted much attention. Progress towards understanhg 

the theoreticai underpinnings of OCB and 3s antecedents has been perpetuated by the 

disparate conceptualijrations of O€B offered by Organ and his colleagues on the one hanci, 

(e-g., Bateman & Organ, 1983; Or- 1988; Organ & Konovsky: Smith et ai., 1983) 

and Graham and hers on the other (e-g., Graham, 199 1; Van Dyne et al., 1994). 

However, the multidimeasional nature of the constnia has contn'buted to a state of 

disjointed affairs in temu of the empind data, the r d t  of researchers drawing upon 

single (e-g., Kemery et al., 1996). double (e.g., Aquino, 1995). and multiple (e.g., Deluga, 

1994) dimensions to represent dependent measures of OcB. Nonetheless, perceived 

fkhess and trust in one's supervisor have been identifiai as integral to the performance of 

OCB, and a variety of other organizationd and individual factors have been implicated in 

the relatiomhip. 

c o & d e ~ g  the relative irnbahce in the e>risting Iiterature regardkg the 

represemtation of both conceptualizations, and the desirability of including theoretidy 

driven measures in empirical endeavours, the present shidy proposed an investigation of 

OCB based on Graham's (1991) conceptuaiization Spdcally,  a portion of this study 

sought to investigate the relationship between police officers' appraisals of work 
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experiences (cognitive aspect of job satisfaction) and OCB. HaWig discussed the 

potentidy infiuentid eEécts of perceptions of workplace fàctors on OCB, and the 

existence of relationships between police work experiences appraised as either bothersome 

or uplifting and rn-es of psychologicd distress and weU-being (e.g., Hiut et al., 1993; 

1994; 1995), the next masideration becornes the extent to which such appraisals might be 

related to OCB among police officers. 

OCB and the Police Working Environment 

Although there have been no studies specincaiiy examinhg the occurrence of OCB 

within police organidons, inferences based on existing shidies involving other types of 

organktions might provide a starthg point nom which to address the question of 

inter-. 

It is clear fiom the reviewed literature that a wide variety of fâctors (both 

situational and personal) have been iinked to OCB. To the extent that some of the 

situational factors might be present in the police work place, OCB might be expected to 

- occur in that environment, or not, in accordance with theoretid and empirical 

suppositions. For example, organkational fimon captured in the hassles portion of the 

PDHUS, such as "not receiving recognition for a job weii done", "having no say in 

decisions that affect one directly", "not being able to speak one's mindn, and "a lack of 

honesty h m  one's supervisor about one's work", caa be constmed as issues of 

organizatiod injustice, and might be linked to diminished OCB. Altematively, beneficial 

orgmkatiod aspects depiaed in the uplifts portion of the PDHUS, such as "honesty 

about work by superiors", "helptiil supervisionn "clarity of operational guidelines", and " 

having a say in decisions" might be expected to be associated with enhanceci OCB. 
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Furthemore, the evidence linking the appraisal of orgmi'tional factors, more so than 

operatiomi ones, to subjective evaluations of psychological distress and weii-being (e-g., 

Hart et ai, 1995) suggests a potentid influence of such on subjective waluations of the job 

as weli. Given the latter's demonstrated association with the occurrence of OCB, the 

proposed luik between perceived police organkational "hassles" and "uplifts" and 

diminished and enhanced OCB, respectively, seems ali the more plausible. 

Along another vein, the literature deaüng with burnout among police officers, as 

reviewed .in this paper, suggested that a wriety of faaors might potentiaiiy influence the 

experience of bumout. Although none of the studies specifically assessed the relationship 

- beîween officers' appraisais of their daily work experiences, potentiaiiy stressfbl generic 

fàcets of the work environmental were shown to predia increased levels of bumout. To 

the extent that chronic exposure to work stresson are expected to influence individuai 

well-being as denoted by high bumout scores, they might also be expected to be 

associateci with diminished "organizatiod weli-being", by undermining behavioun 

directed at organizational functionality (diminished O-). Inasmuch as "organizational 

weU-being" or efficiency can be enhanced by OCB, it seems conceivable that perceptions 

of work experiences might have important implications for organkational hctionality. A 

corolhry to this is that diminished individual hctionhg, as reflected in increased levels of 

bumout, might also be expected to diminish one's capacity and desire to engage in OCB. 

There are several reasons for police or&anizatiom undergohg seIf-examination, 

and those interested in OCB in general, to examine the relationship between officers' 

perceptions of their work expenences and the penormance of OCB. First, as paramilitary 

organkations with entrenched hiemchicai structures, police organizations present an 

unique environment for empirical mdy. Second, it is possible that such structures, which 

o v d y  emphasiie rank and privilege, obviate democratic processes, and rely on direct 

orders and legal sanctions to guarantee performance, may undemillie the formation of 

covenantal or social exchange relationships, and inspire greater perceived procedural and 
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distributive injustice. and thus, low levels of OCB. Findly, in taxing economic times when 

"more mua be done with less" and competition dernands flexibility and innovation, 

efficient organkationai fùnctioning combined with k t e d  expenditure is imperah. As 

enhanced OCB can be a considerable contributor to this goal. inquines that cm shed light 

on its antecedents are essential. 

avaose 
The purpose of the present inquiry was threefold. One purpose was to determine 

which fkcets of police work officers identify as distressing and which facets make them 

"&el good", and whether or not those hcets differentially Ml within the categories of 

organiulfi'onai and operatiomi work experiences. A second purpose was to determine 

the nature of the relationships among the perceptions of police work experiences, officer 

weii-being as measured by burnout, and "organi;llitiod well-beingn as measured by OCB. 

Fdy in accordance with the recent emphasis on an integrated approach to the study of 

stress, a thud purpose was to determine the moderathg eEkcts of coping style, and the 

persoaality characteristic dispusitionai alyect on such relationships. The following section 

highlights the issues discusseû throughout the paper relevant to these goals, and presents 

the hypotheses of the study. 

c 
The police stress literature has consistently asserted that, con- to intuitive 

reasoning, the aspects of work identifiai by officers as most bothersome are those that fiill 

within the ~ r g a n i ~ o n a f  category, rather than the operMo~I one. Such an assertion is 

based on the well-established, ernpincaily demonstrateci link between dimiaished levels of 

a variety of indices of weU-being and organhtional fhts  of police work. However, 

comparative analyses and interpretations of eady research in this area were harnpered by a 

lack of theoretical grounding. It was not until recent empirical efforts based on the 
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transactional theory of stress (Lazarus & Foikman, 1984) and the dynamic equiiibrium 

theory (Headey & Weaxing, 1989; 1992 ), that officers' appraisals of their day-to-day 

work experiences were considerd within a theory-driven integrated person-environment 

framework. 

With the development of the PDHUS, researchers (e-g., Hart et d, 1993; 1994; 

1995) provideci empirical evidence not oniy of the comection between negative 

perceptions of work experiences and subjective measures of psychological distress, but of 

the link between positive perceptions and well-being as welL Moreover, in accordance 

with prewious kdings, perceptions oforganuational facets of police work were found to 

have the most bearing on well-being. Furthexmore, some evidence of mediating effects of 

coping and persodity factors were found. 

Chronic exposure to work stress cm culminate in buniout, a state of diminished 

weii-being and hctionuig associated with both physical and psychologid malaise and 

diminished work performance. It has most ofkn been characterized by three 

subcomponents: emotional exhauston, depersonabation, and diminished personai 

accompiishment. Demonstrated correlates have included a variety of individual factors 

(e.g-, age, years working), and organïzational characteristics (e.g., job context, role 

conflict, rple ambiguity, role overioad). Typically, bumout has been studied in the context 

of the helping professions, but more recently. a variety of peoplesriented profeons 

have been the subject of bumout investigations including police work Although stuiied 

among police populations as an index of diminished well-being, and sramineci for its 

relationship to a variety of personality (e.g., cynicism, authoritarianism, career orientation, 

career plateau) and genaic situationai &ors (e-g., work setting, generk sources of 

stress), bumout has yet to be included in an empirical effort directeci at the identification 

of the weil-being correlates ofchronic exposure to daily "hassles" and "upIiftsn unique to 

- the police working environment. 
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In addition to the potential impact on individual weU-being, perceptions of work 

experiences have also been found to d u e n c e  employee behaviour at work. Specincdy, 

OCB, extra-role discretionary behaviour that connibutes to overd organizational 

efficiency, has been found to be associateci with perceptions of the work environment, 

particularly perceptions of procedural and interactionai justice. AIthough a variety of 

other personal (e.g., job attitudes, dispositional affect) and situational factors (e.g., 

organi7ritiod values, supervisor qudties, support, type of supe~sor-subordinate 

relationship) have been hypothesized as antecedent or mediaMg variables, perceived 

fairness has been the most consistently identifid OCB correlate. However, disparate 

constmct wnceptualizations and operationalizatioas have detracted ftom interpretative 

consemus. 

Recent adherence to a theoreticdy-grounded concepmation of OCB, based on 

a political philosophy of responsibie citizenship, has perpetuated a more inclusive view of 

OCB as a mdtidimensionai consbuct composed of Ioyalty, obedience, and participation 

dimensions. However, no research has been devoted to the question of the links between 

perceptions of daily police work experiences and OCB. Nor has the potential relationship 

- between individuai weii-being, as measured by burnout, and behaviour at work as 

measured by OCB, been addressed. 

Based on the review of the relevant literatures as presented herein, three main a 

priori hypotheses were made. Fust, orgmizafional fkctors were expected to be identifieci 

by police officers as being more bothenome than opratÏonuI factors. Specifically, work 

experiences of an organiu~tiomI nature, as itemized on the PDHS, were expected to be 

endorsed by officers as being signifïcantly more bothersurne relative to the items reflectiag 

work Srpenences of an operutiomI nature. 

Sewnd, those factors identihi as being more str- were predicted to be 

positively conelated 4 t h  ~ ~ r e p o r t e d  buniout, and negatively correlateci with se& 

reported OCB. Furthemore, those hton identified as uplifting were predicted to be 
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negatively associated with self-reported bumout, and positively associated with self- 

reported OCB. Aithough this prediction appears to contend with the evidence supporting 

the hypothesized orthogoRality of hassle-psychological distress and uplifi-weil-being 

relationships (e-g., McCrae & Costa, 1986; Headey & Wearhg, 1992; Hart et ai, 1993), 

it was in keeping with a conceptuakation of burnout as a measure of work-related 

psychological distress and weil-being, dependhg on reported levels. Additiondy, bumout 

was expected to be negatively associated with OCB. Table 1 presents the expected 

. signincant associations. 

Third, the hypothesized reIationships were expected to be mdrated,  d e r  than 

mediate4 by coping style and the personality variable, dispositional affect. The 

mediation-moderation question continues to plague the stress research area in that the 

terms are ofien concephially and methodologically misunderstood (Folkman & Lazarus, 

1988), and there is evidence to support both approaches. For example, trait negative 

affect has been found to have direct effects on measwes of stress, and to potentiaiiy 

confound stressor-strain relationships (Moyle, 1995; Elliot, Chartrand, & H a r b ,  1 994). 

However, recedy it has aiso been implicated as a moderathg vulnerability factor in 

occupational stress, and suspected of being mediateci by perceptions of the working 

environment (Moyle, 1995). and mediating the negative appraisal-psychological distress 

relationship (Costa & McCrae, 1990). 

The present inquky took a moderational approach based on the contention that 

personaiity characteristics, appraisais and copiag do not actualiy cause the occurrence of 

the other, as is necessary for the existence of a medational effect (Baron & Kenney, 

1986). Rather, pasonality characterktics were seen as influencing the relationship by 

heightening an individuai's proneness to a partidar appraisal type and stress response, 

and coping styles were seen as existing within an individuai's emotionai and behaviowal 

repetoir, having the potential to be activated or not by the appraisal of an ment. Indeed , 

as FoUanan and Lazarus (1 988) pointed out, individuais use a variety of coping options to 
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deal with environmental encounters of  aU kinds. Underlying the conceptuali7ation was the 

contention that chronic exposure to work stressors and uplifts have the potential to 

influence an officer's state of weli-being, over and above personality and coping style (Hart 

et al., 1995). However, the role of such variables was acknowledged in that they were 

viewed as antecedent variables with the potential to interact with the appraisals (Folkman 

& Lazarus, 1988). thereby either strengthening or undermining the associations. 

Specifically, "problem-focused" wping, often cited as adaptive coping (l3ihgs & 

Moos, 1984; Hart et al., 1995; Headey & Wearing, 1992), was expected to significantly 

reduce the strength of the relationship between s t r d  work experïences and self- 

reported burnkt, mitigate the negative association between stressfiü work expenences 

and OCB, and e h c e  any negative relationships between positive work expenences and 

bumout, as weli as any positive ones involving OCB. Furthemore, the presence of high 

dispositional positive affect was expected to undermine the strength of relationsbips 

between work stress and bumout and OCB, respectively, ami enhance the ones involving 

work uplifts and the same outcome measUreses The presence of high negative dispositional 

Séct was expected to moderate relationships in opposite directions. 

Method 

AU police officers fkom the Thunder Bay Police Service (TBPS), the Northwea 

Region of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), and the Thunder Bay detachment of the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), were soliciteci to participate. Of the 593 police 

ofncers solicited, a total of 199 partïcipated (33 -5%)). Of these, 170 were male, and 29 

were female; 148 were d e d ,  12 iived in cornon-law relationships, 2 1 were single, 15 

were separateâ or divorced, and 1 was widowed. The mean age was 36.5 years, and the 
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mean number of years worked was 13.07 years. The officers in the sarnple had varied 

levels of experience and perfonned a variety of duties (124 patro~mvestigative, 13 

admlliistrative, and 15 supe~sory, an additional 40 performed a h r e  of these duties, 

and another 7 feil into the category labeled 'other'). 

MeasUres 

The variables of interest were operationalized by means of seE r epo r t measures 

and incorporated into a questionnaire. The questionnaire asked officers to indicate their 

age, s q  marital status, years of service, and type of police work (Appendix A). It also 

included the following measures of appraisais of work experiences, bumout, OCB, method 

of coping, dispositional affect, and social desirability. 

e w- The Police Daily Hassles (PDHS; 

and Uplifts (PDUS; Appendices D and E) Scales (Hart et d., 1993, 

Appendices B and C) 

1994) was used to 

measure appraisals of negative (e-g.. "giving bad news", "going to a dangerous call", 

"being told what to do by others") and positive (e.g., "helping the public", "getting a good 

r e d t  at court", "working with people who h o w  what they are doing") work experiences 

enwuntered by police officers on a & y - t d y  basis. The PDHS measures 19 dimensions 

of negative work experiences, whereas the PDUS rneasures 12 dimensions of positive 

work arperiences. Positive and negative work acperiences, as measured by the PDHUS, 

have been found to be two distinct concepts, rather thaa a unitary bipolar dimension, with 

hassles correlating with diminished well-bemg and negative personality factors (e-g., 

neuroticism), independent of uplifts, which tend to correlate with weii-behg and more 

positive personality fkctors (e-g., extraversion; Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 1995). 

Secondsrder factor aualyses have demonstrated that a11 3 1 dimensions can be 

grouped into two global domains reflecting operationul and organizutiooni work 

experiences. Orgmintionuol experiences (both hassles and uplüts) are defined as those 

stemming f?om the &y-to-day routine of police organizations, and are sirnilar to the 
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experiences of workers in other types of organizations (e-g., "honesty about my work by 

supervisors", "clarity of operational guidelines", "unfair promotional policies"). 

Oper~tionaI experiences are defineci as work experiences specific to police officers, and 

result from the tasks that are undertaken only by those working as officers witbin a police 

environment. (e-g-, "dealing with domestics", " taking an accident report", "hahg to 

make a forcible arrest" ; Hart et al., 1993). Interna1 wnsistency of the PDHUS has ben 

reported in terms of coefficient alphas ranging fiom -77 to -93 for the hassles dimensions, 

and between -52 and .92 for the upIifts dimension, and preliminary studies (e-g., Hart et 

al., 1994; 1995) have supporteci the scalest construct Yalidiîy. The PDHS contsins a List 

of 86 work experiences and respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which each 

acperience had hassled or bothered them as a result ofpolice work during the pst  month 

according to a five-point Likert scale ranging from "On (Definitely does not apply to me) 

to "4" (Strong(y applies to me). The PDUS contains a list of 50 work experiences and 

respondents were asked to hdicate the degree to which each experïence had made them 

- "feel goodn as a result of police work during the past month accordhg to the same five- 

point d e .  

Burnout. Burnout was rnea~u~ed using the Maslach Bumout Inventory (MBI; 

Maslach & Jackson, 1986; Appendix F). The MBI is a s a l e  designed to measure the 

three aspects of the buniout syndrome: motional exhaudon, depersonalkation, and lack 

of personai accomplishrnent, with each aspect being measured by a separate subscale- The 

f i o t i o n a I ~ o n  subscale (nine items) measures feelings of king ernotionally 

overextended and exhausted by one's work (e-g., "1 feel ernotionally draineci f?om my 

work", "1 feei that Fm working too hard on my job"). The DepersunaIizan'on subsde  

(fie items) assesses an unfeeling and impersonal response toward recipients of one's 

senice (e.g., "1 dont really care what happens to some Qtizens", " h e  becorne more 

- callous toward people sinw 1 took this job"). The Diminished Persona2 AccompIishent 

subscale (eight items) measures feeiings of cornpetence and successful achievement in 
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one's work with people (e.g., "1 feel that I'm positively urfluencing other people's lives 

through my work", "1 have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job"). A high 

degree ofbuniout is reflected in high scores on the Exnotional Exhaustion and 

Depersonaikation subscdes, and low scores on the Personal Accomplishment subscale, 

with high and low scores being wnsidered so, ifthey fd in the upper third and Iowa third 

of the normative distribution, respectively. 

The MBI is the most widely accepted measure of bumout (Cordes & Dougherty, 

1993) and is supporteci by such favourable psychomemc properties as good intemal 

wnsistency (alphas = -90, -79, and -71, respectively) and test-retest relïabtlity (-82, -60, 

and -80, respectively) for each subscaie. Convergent validity bas been demonstrated in 

cornparisons of self-reports of buniout using the MBI to outside observer evaluations 

(e.g., Jackson & Maslach, 1982; Maslach & Jackson, l986), dimensions of job 

experiences (e.g., Maslach & Jackson, l984), and personal outcome measures (eg., 

Jackson, & Maslach, 1982). Discrimùiant validity has been demonstnited in low 

correlations between MBI scores and potential confounds, such as measures ofjob 

satisfaction (e-g., Maslach & Jackson, 1986; Riggar, Godley, & Hafier, lg84), and social 

- desirability (Maslach 8r Jackson, 1986). Respondents were asked to read each of the 22 

items and indicate the frequency with which they experienced each staternent according to 

a -en-point anchoreci sale ranging from "O" (never) to "6" (every day). As fiequency 

rne;isures have been found to strongly correlate with intensity measures (Maslach & 

Jackson, 1986). the standard procedure is for responses on the fiequency dimension alone 

to be recorded, 

Rehaviour. OCB was assessed using The OCB Scale 

(OCBS; Van Dyne et al., 1994; Appendk G). The OCBS was designed to measure 

OCB according to a conceptualization based on a political philosophy of responsible 

citizemhip. Its 34 items are a series of statements depicturg the three dimensions of the 

construct: obedience (e.g., "rareiy wastes the  while at workn, "always cornes to work on 
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tirne", "follows work niles and instructions with extreme care"; alpha = .88), loyaig 

(e.g., "represents organization fàvourably to outsiders", "actively promotes organization's 

products and services", "would accept job at competing organizations for more money"; 

alpha = .84), and pmiiciption (e.g., "has diECUIty cosperating with others on projects", 

"uses professional judgement to assess righthvrong for the organization", "does not pursue 

additional training to improve performanceu; alpha = .76). High intemal consistency was 

also reported for the entke d e  (alpha = -95; Van Dyne et al., 1994). PrelLninary 

. aoalyses have suggested good temporal stability over a four-week period for the subscales 

(-81, 38, -80, respectively) and the entire scale (.92), and provided strong support for the 

scale's constnict validity (Van Dyne et al., 1994). Respondents were asked to read each 

statement and indicate the extent to which the statements applied to them according to a 

seven-point continuum ranging fkom " 1 " (never true for me) to "7" (always true for me). 

Approxixnately halfof the items aie reverse-coded to avoid response bias. 

Coping was assessed using the Revised Ways of Coping Checklia 

(WCCL; Folkman & La~inis, 1985; Appendix H). It describes a wide range of cognitive 

and behavioural strategies that individuals use to manage interna1 and extemai demands 

during a stressful situation. Factor analyses (Foikman et al., 1986) have revealed that the 

checklist encornpasses eight subscales of wping-types: Confrotive Coping (e.g., "stood 

rny ground and fought for what 1 wanted", "tried to get the person responsible to change 

his or her mindn, " 1 expressed anger to the person(s) who catlsed the problemn; alpha = 

.70), Distmcing (e-g., "went on as if nothing had happened", "didn't let it get to me- 

refused to think about it too muchw, "trieci to forget the whole thing"; alpha = .61), Self- 

Con&oI (cg., "1 trieci to keep my feelings to myself", "kept others fiom knowing how bad 

things were", "tried not to bum my bridges, but leave things open somewhat"; alpha = 

.70), Seeking Socid Support (e.g., "taiked to someone who could do something concrete 

about the problemw, "accepted sympathy and understanding nom someone"; alpha = .76), 

Accepting Re~po~b i l i t y  (e.g., "criticized or lectured myseif', "realized that 1 brought the 
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problem on myseif"," 1 apologized or did something to make it up"; alpha = -66). Escape- 

Avoidmce (e.g., "wished that the situation wouid go away or somehow be over with", 

"tried to make myseiffeei better by eating, drinking, smoking, using drugs or medications 

etc.", "avoided being with people in general"; alpha = .72), P h f u i  Pmblem40îving 

(e-g., "1 knew what had to be done, so 1 doubled my efforts to make things work", "1 

made a plan of action and foiîowed it", "came up with s couple of different solutions to 

the probfem"; alpha = .68), and Positive Reappraid (e-g., "changed or grew as a person 

in a good way", "1 came out of the experience better than when 1 went it", "found new 

faith"; alpha = -79). 

The subscales have been d i c h o t o d  into two provisional and general types of 

fhctiond coping, with Confrontive Coping and Plantlll Problem-Solving f h g  into the 

pro6lem-focrred category, and Distancing, Self-Controi, Accepting Responsiiility, and 

Positive Reappraisai fiillllig within-the emotion-fùased category. Seeking Social Support 

couid fidl into both (Follanan & Lazarus, 1985). However, it has been mggesteci that 

either type of generd cophg style can serve to regulate emotions or problem-solve, 

depending upon the psychological context in which it is used. Therefore, any act or 

thought can have more than one coping fùnction (Fdkman & Lazarus, 1988). 

Typically, a structureci protocol is used to help respondents reconstmct a recently 

@e., in the past month) expenenced s t r d  or emotionai enCounter. Respondents are 

then asked to rate the extent to which they used each of the 66 strategies provideci by the 

WCCL acwrding to a four-point Likert scale where "O" represents "Not Usedn, and "3" 

represents "Used a great deal". in order to ennue the assessment of coping strategies 

used arnong police officers in work-reld  encounters, respondents in the present study 

were asked to think about a work-relared situation that bothered them. or that they felt 

was stressfid, and rate the extent to which they used the coping strategies at work 

according to the same Ltkert scale. 
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a f k ~  Positive and negative affect are opposite-sounding 

constructs that are relatively independent and display distinctive correlations with other 

variables (Watson, Clark & Carey, 1988; Watson, Clark, â Teilegen, 1988). High 

positive affect is associated with test for Me, pleasurable engagement, excitement, social 

activity, and extraversion, whereas low positive affect is associated with feeling sluggish, 

drowsy, fàtigued, lethapic, and sometimes lonely. In contrast, high negative affect is a 

dimension of subjective distress that is associated with feeling upset, avenivey arouscd, 

nervous, guiity, and tense, whereas low negative affect is associated with feeiing peacefbi 

and relaxed. Ln the present study these variables were measured by the Positive and 

Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988; Appendix I), which is a List of 

20 adjectives (ten for each subscale). The scales display high intemal consistency, high 

test-retest reliability over a two-month period, low intercorrelations (-. 12 to -.23) and 

. sigdicant correlations with theoretidy relevant variables (Watson, et al., 1988). 

Although the sale has been used as a measure of mood state (Le., subjects are 

asked to indicate the extent to which they have felt that way over the past 24 hours), it has 

also been used as a meastire of dispositional affect, in which subjects are asked to indicate 

the extent to which they have felt that way over the past three to four montbs. Io the 

present shidy, it was used to meamre the latter. However, in an effort to avoid confi~sion 

between temporary mood state and disposition, and ensure the adequate assessrnent of 

affect in a dispositional sense, subjects were asked to read each adjective and indicate the 

extent to which they felt that way generclb ( Le., the extent to which the adjective is 

descriptive of them as a person). Responses were provided on seven-point scales ranghg 

fiom "1" (very linle) to "7" (very much). 
. .. & participants were asked to provide a large amount of 

personal information concerning their personality, weli-being, and behaviow directeci at 

their organization, the potential for socidy desirable responding, dong both atmbutional 

(the tendency to attriiute socidy desirable but improbable statements to oneself) and 
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denial-type (the tendency to deny sociaUy undesirable, but probable statements about 

oneseit) lines seerned Likely (Fischer & Fick, 1993). In order to assess the extent to which 

such responding mi@ confiound sale scores, a shortened-version of the Marlowe- 

. Crowne Social Desirabiiity Scale (SDS; Crowne & Marlowe, 1960) was included in the 

questionnaire (Appendk J). The shonened version, proposeci by Strahan and Gerbasi 

(1972) is a ten-item tme-fdse sale  that, like the original, desnibes culturally approved 

behaviows with a low probability of occurrence. This version has been shown to have 

high intemal consistency and be highiy wrrelated with the standard 33-item original d e ,  

relative to other short-fonn versions. Furthemore, it has been found to represent an 

improvement in fit over the o r i m  and other short-fonn versions as measured by 

"goodness of fit" indices (Fischer & Fick, 1993). Respondents were asked to read each of 

the ten statements (items) and indicate the extent to which each was tme or fdse for them, 

by placing a "T" of "F", respectiveIy, beside each statement. 

*- 

The questionnsrires were disseminated to the various police agencies and placed in 

each membefs personal diary slot dong with au envelope and a cover letter that provided 

instnictions explaining the procedures used to ensure anonymity and confidentiality 

(Appendix K). The letter also stated that participation was voluntaq~ Participants were 

asked to seai their completed questionnaire in the envelopes provided and place them in a 

large envelope or container that was situated at a central location within their respective 

stations. These larger envelopes were then forwarded by niail (in the case of outlying 

detachments), or picked up persody. 

The data analyses involved 16 variables: six measures of 

work appraisai, six outcome measures, and four rneasures of individuai characteristics. 
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Prior to analyses, outiiers, or extreme scores. on each masure were removed 6om the 

data in order to protect against the spurious effects of extreme scores. Spdcai iy ,  scores 

more than three standard deviations above or below the mean were declared as misshg 

values and not included in analyses. Table 2 depicts the ranges for the afkted s d e s  and 

the number of extreme scores removed nom each. The resulting means and standard 

deviations, as well as the scale reliabzties are reported in Table 3. 

ve Comparative analyses involved assessing dBerences in the 

degree to which officers identified two types of work experiences as being bothersome 

and uplifting. Appraisals of work experiences yielded 6 measures, total kssl'es, 

orgmixatr*onaI hasies, operational hssies, total uplzjks, orgmiaztiomi u p l z f i ,  and 

operationai upl~jh .  Items with low itemtotal wrrelations, defined by a criterion of -4% 

were removed f?om the respective sale  scores. In ail., 19 items were removed, three from 

the 0 r g a n i ~ o m 2  hassles scale, 11 fkom the operutional hassles d e y  tbree fkom the 

0 r g t m i ~ o ~ 2  upMs scde, and two fiom the operational uplifts d e .  Table 4 presents 

the items that were removed. New means were then caldated for subgroups of officers 

(e-g., patrol, supervisory, and administrative), as well as for the entire sample. Paired t- 

tests were used to compare the degree of difEerences in appraisals of work experiences as 

stressfid and upiifthg, using a significance level of .O1 to guard against potential Type 1 

errors. 
. -. - Bivariate analyses involved assesshg the predicted 

relationships among appraisais of work experiences, outcorne measures, and individual 

characteristics (See Table 1) by detennining zero-order Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficients. Table 6 presents the resulting correiational matmc. Again, a 

signifïcance level of .O1 was used in order to mlliimize potentiai Type I errors that might 

result from the large number of correlations tested. SiBnificant Merences among 

correlations were tested by means of a dependent correlation difference test (Cohen & 

Cohen, 1983). 
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Bumout and OCB were the two outcorne variables. Each was represented by 

three separate masures (emotiomI exkmstion, deperso~lization, personal 

accompilihent, and ooedience. loyaky, ~~ciption, respeaively) rather than tota! 

scores, in accordance with the respective authors' instructions (Masfach & Jackson, 1986; 

Van Dyne et al., 1994). Dispositional a f f i  and coping style represented the individual 

charact eristics. 

A measure of social desirability responding was included in order to detemine the 

degree to which ofncers tended to engage in this response style. The mean level of social 

desirabüity responding was 6.08 on a sale of one to 10, and z e r ~ r d e r  correlations 

ranged fiom r = .O2 to 1 = -38, the average being r = .16. Of. the 24 correiations, or 

25% were signincant, and 18, or 75% were not signifïcant. Specifically, signincant zero- 

order correlations were found between social desirability scores and obedience (r = .29), 

emotiond exhaustion (1 = -. 19), d e p e r s o ~ t i o n  (1 = 0.3 S), problem-focused coping (r = 

-.21), confkontive coping (r = -.35), and escape wping (r = -.38). All correlations are 

depicted in Table 7. The srnail number of signincant wrrelations, and their relatively 

srnail magnitude suggested a minimal likelihood that substantial social desirability response 

style variance was intniding in self-reported outwme and individual cfiaracteristic 

responses. Therefore, adjustments for this type of responding in subsequent analyses were 

d m e d  u~ecessary~ 

Hierarchical regression analysis was employed to test the 

potential moderathg effects of the individuai characteristic variables. In this procedure, 

predictors and moderator variables are entered into the regression equation. An 

interaction is said to occur when a significant inmemental change in R~ results fkom 

entering the cross-product of the predictor and moderator into the equation. In the 

present study, the extent to which a particular moderator variable was in fact moderating 

the relationship in question was then deteRnined by examining the strength of the original 

relationship at different leveis of the moderator variable (e.g., iow, average, high). The 
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levels of the moderator were representd by the mean of the moderator variable, and one 

standard deviation below and above the mean to reflect average, low, and high levels, 

respectively. These were then plotted for minimum and maximum levels of the predictor 

variable (Cohen & Cohen, 1983). Table 8 depicts the variables involved in the regession 

analyses, as well as the relevant bivariate association (main effect), and any signifiant 

interaction effect (partial correlation). Figures 1 to 13 demonstrate the extent and 

direction of the interactions. 

& Subgroup analyses involved assessing sex, 

marital status, job expenence, and age differences in lewels of appraisal and outcume 

measures. One-way anovas were used to compare ciifferences between male and fernale 

officers, and between marrieci (inchded cornmon-law) and single (ïmcluded separated and 

divorceci) officers. Zero-order Pearson product-moment corrdation coefficients were 

generated to determine the existence of relationships among the variables according to 

subgroup categories. The relationship bmeen years expenence and appraisal and 

outcome measures, respectively, was m e r  examinai for the presence of a Curyilinear 

pattern. ûflicers were dRriding into four groups according to theoreticai categories of 

stress perception and reaction (e-g., Burke, 1989b; Cooper, 1982; 1983; one to 

5 years, 6 to 15 years, 16-20 years, and more than 20 years), and compared by means of 

- one-way anovas for differaces in appraisd and outcorne measure differences. 

For ai l  categories of analyses, only sigaincant findings are reponed, unless 

otherwise s p d e d .  
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Results 

Potentiaily negative org~llli~oonal work experiences were predicted to be 

appraised by officers as being more bothersome or stressful than simiiar operatïomI ones. 

Table 5 (a) and (b) presents the results of paired t-tests that were used to compare mean 

scores of officers' evaluations of their work experiences (hassles and uplifts). The anaiyses 

Med to substantiate the prediction, revealing instead a higher mean score for operatioml 

experiences relative to orgmi~onual ones (t (167) = 2.52). However, the removal f?om 

- the analyses of items with low item-total correlations (Table 4) mdlified this ciifference. 

When the cornparison involveci the degree to which both types of potentiaily 

negative aspects of work were evaluated as being bothersome by groups of officers fiom 

specinc areas of police work diverse hdings emerged. Mean scores for patrol officers 

were higher for operatiomI hassles cornpared to organizcrtronal ones (t (105) = 3 .O7), 

whereas for supeNisors and administrators, the reverse was true (t (23) = -2.34 and t (24) 

= -3.46, respecfively). Althou& ciifferences in the assessrnent of potentially uplifting 

work experîences were not predicted, exploratory analyses revealed that mean scores on 

the PDUS were higher for potentially uplifting ~rgani~oonal work experiences cornpared 

to corresponding operatïo~Z ones (t (167) = -9.27). This signifiant difference held when 

items with low item-total correlations were removed (1 (1 7 1) = -9.17), and when the 

- various subgroups were examùied individually (for patrol officers, t = (103) -5.24; for 

supewisors, t (25) = -8.09; for administraton, t (23) = 4.96). 

. . 

Appraisals of work experiences as stressfiil 

(hassles) were predicted to be positively assotiated wàh burnout. The prediction was 

confirmed (See Table 6) for emotional exhaustion and depersonalization (s = -42, .42 and 
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.29, respectively; ES = -45, .45 and -34, respectively), but not for personal 

accomplishment. The correlation between orgun~tatio~al hassles and emotional 

exhaustïon (r =.42) was greater than the one between operatio~l hassles and emotional 

exhaustion (1 = -29; L (168) = 2.08, p <OS), and the correlation between orgmi'tionaal 

hassles and depersonaiization (r = -45) was greater than the one between operationut 

hassles and depersomiization(r = -34; t (1 69) = 1.8 1, p < .OS). 

Associations were also expected between positive appraisals of work experiences 

(uplifts) and the three bumout subcornponents. Results fded to confirm the prediaions 

regadhg separate masures of work uplifts (orgrnizutionai and operatio~~~r) and 

emotional exhaustion and depersonaiization, but positive associations between ai l  work 

uplüts (totcli. ~rgmi~ot tc l I ,  and oper~onuol) and persona1 accomplishment were found 

- (cl = -18, -32 and -2 1, respectively). Additionally, tom1 work uplifts were negatively 

associated with emotional exhaustion (1 = -.23). The correlation between organi~7nutt~nol 

uplifts and personal accomplishment (1 = .32) did not m e r  firom the one between 

operatr'onaI upMs and the same burnout component. 

or- OCB, Negative correlations were expected between work 

hassles and al l  three OCB subcomponents. However, the predicted re~ationshi~s Wed to 

rnateriaiize, with two exceptions: Negative associations were found between total and 

o r g m i ~ o d  work hassles, and the loyaity subcomponent (rs = -.28 and 0.3 1, 

respectively), and a ne@e association was found between 0per~onu2 hassles and 

participation (c = .20). Positive associations were expezted between work upMs and all 

three subcomponents of OCB. Although the analyses failed to confinn this prediction for 

. relationships involving operationaI upliffs, they did substantiate prediaions involving the 

composite measure of work uplifks and the ~ r g a n i ~ o n a l  one. That is, positive 

correlations were found between totd work uplifts, as weii as o r g m i ' o ~ ~  ones, and 

obedience (IS = .28 and .3 1, respectively), loyaky (1 = .27 and .30, respectively), and 

participation (IS = .29 and .40, respectively). 
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Bumout As shown in Table 6, the expected negative association 

between bumout and OCB was evidenced in al1 aspects of each measure. 
. . .  CaDinn Table 6 also depicts the associations among 

individual characteristics, and appraisal and outcome m u e s ,  respectively. A 

cornparison between its contents and the prediaed associations found in Table 1 highiights 

a nurnber ofconfirrned expectations (Le., 59 of 98, or 60% of predicted associations were 

confinneci). 

Work Positive dispositional affect was expected to 

undermine the strength of any signifiant associations between work hassles and bumout 

components (See Table 6). However, only the main effects of 0 r g m i ~ o m 2  hassles on 

depewnalization (IL2 =.222, E (2, 166) = 23 -70, p c -00 1) were marginally moderateci by 

positive affect (R2 change = .O 17, p = .0564). As show in Figure 1, contrary to 

expectations, individuals who had the greatest degree of positive affect showed the 

greatest hcrease in feelings of depersonaikation as orgmhtiom~ hassles hcreased, 

relative to individuals with more moderate and low Levels of positive affect. Although 

dispositional negative affect was expected to moderate the above relationships by 

enhanàng the positive associations between work hassles and the burnout components, 

regression analyses M e d  to c o h  such expectatiom. 

Dispositional &kct was expected to moderate the 

negative relationships between work hassks and OCB components. Table 6 shows that 

this involved only the loyalty and participation components. Agah, regression analyses 

. faied to depict any moderathg effects of either type of dispositional affiéct. 

Positive affect was expected to enhance the 

associations between work uplifts and the burnout subcomponents. Table 6 shows 
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correlations between total work upl& and emotional exhaustion, and between ail three 

rneasures of work upW and personal accomplishment. However, none of the 

associations were mocierated by positive &éct. Negative affect was expected to reduce 

the mength of the above associations. Only the main effects of total and organizationa2 

- uplifts on personal accomplishrnent (R2 = -125, E (2, 157) = 11-23, p < -001; B~ = -121, 

E (2, 160) = 1 1 -06, p < .O0 1, respectively) were moderated by trait negative affect a2 
2 change = .022, p c -05; R change = .020, p = -0554, respectively), with the latter being 

only m a r w y  sipiflcant. Figures 2 and 3, respeaively, depict that, contrary to 

expectations, higher levels of trait negative affect, relative to lower levels, were associated 

with p a t e r  increases in personal accomplishment, as total work uplifts increased, and 

mghally associated with greater increases in such, as.orgmizatr'onaI work uplifts 

increased. 

O C E  Positive affect was expected to enhance associations 

between work uplifts and OCB components. Tabie 6 depicts signifiant positive 

associations between both total and orgmizatio~I work uplifts and ai l  three OCB 

. components. Only the main effécrs of toiol uplifts on obedience (B' = .119, E (2, 156) = 

10.53, p < .O0 1) were moderated by trait positive affect (B* change = -022, p c -05). As 

show in Figure 4, according to expectations, high leveis of positive affkct, relative to 

lower Iweis, were associateci with pater  increases in obedience to the organktion, as 

totrrl work u p W  increased. Although negative affect was expected to d u c e  the strength 

of the above associations, no moderathg effects were found. 

CoainP 
\Hork ProblemRoblsed coping was expected to reduce the 

strength of the associations between work hassles and the burnout subcomponents. As 

describeci, these included to&I, operatiomI, and ~ r g m i ~ o n  work hassles and emotional 

. exhaLlstion and d e p e r s o ~ o n ,  respedvely. Only the main effects of organiiatiorzaI 
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work hassles on emotional exhaustion a2 = -195, E (2, 160) = 19.34, p < -00 1) and 

depersonalizatioo a2 = .203, E (2, 16 1) = 20.46, p < -00 1) were moderated, marginaily 
2 so in the first case, by problem-focused coping a2 change = -0 1 8, p = .06; B change = 

-030, p =.01, respectively). As expected, high levels of problem-focused coping were 

associated with less of an increase in emotional exhaustion (Figure 5) and 

depersonalization (Figure 6) relative to lower levels of problem-focused coping, as 

- organiiationai hassles hcreased. 

Exploratory analyses revealed that emotion-focused wping was also a moderating 

variable in that the main e f f i s  of orgmiZQfi'onaI work hassles on ernotional exhaustion 

(R2 = -175, E (2, 157) = 16.65, p < .O0 1). and depersonabation (k2 = .195, E (2, 158) = 

19.08, p < .001), were moderated by emotion-foaised coping (R2 change = -032, p=.O1; 

R~ change = -016, p = -08, respeaively), with the latter showing only a trend toward 

signincance. Figures 7 and 8, respectively, depict that high levels of emotion-focuseci 

coping were associated with less of an increase in emotional exhaustion and 

depersonaiization, relative to low levels, as o ~ u l f i o n a Z  hassles hcreased. 

Ulork OC& Problern-focused coping was expecîed to reduce the 

strength of relationships between work hassIes and OCB components. As shown in Table 

6, total and orgmkatiomI work hassles were negatively associami with loyalty, and 

opr~oonol hassles were similarly linked to participation. The main effects of 

organitan*omZ hassles on loyalty @2 = -137, E (2, 160) = 12.67, p < .ml), and those of 

operatiomol hassles on participation a2 = -155, E (2, 162) = 14.8 1, p < -00 1) were 

moderated by problem focuseci coping a2 change = .049, p = -002; IL2 change = .029, p 

= .017, respectively). Figure 9 shows that, as enpected, problem-focused coping reduced 

the negative association between organizaîfonuZ hassles and loyalty, with lower levels of 

problem-focused coping being associated with greater declines in loyaky, as 

orgmi.isaortuI hassles increased. Altemtively, Figure 10 shows thaf contrary to 

expectations, high levels of problem-focused coping, relative to moderate and Iowa 

levas, were associated with greater decreases in participation as operational hassles 

increased. 
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Exploratory anaiyses supported the rnoderating role of emotion-focused coping in 

work hassle-OCB associations. The main effects of both total and orgmi~l~tiorzai hassles 

0nlo~al t~(&~=.160,E(2,  151)= 14.34,~<.001;~~=.167,E(2, 157)= 15.76,pC 

-00 1, respectiveiy), were moderated by motion-focused coping a2 change = -03 1, p = 

2 -018; and B change = -09 1, p < -00 1, respectively), as were the main effects of 

operational hassles on participation (R2 = .129, E (2, 159) = 1 1.78, p < -00 1; &2 change 

= -060, p -001). As shown in Figures 1 1 and 12, motion-focused coping, k e  problem- 

focused coping, reduced the strengùi of the negative association between both types of 

- work hassles and loyalty. Figure 13 shows that emotion-focused coping enhanced the 

negative association between operatfortai hassles and participation. 

ProbIProbomsed wping was expected to strengthen 

relationships between work uplifts and the bumout subcompouents. As emotional 

exhaustion was associated with tom[ uplifts, and personai accornplishrnent was associated 

with total, operatiomi, and organi@omal uplifis, moderating e E i s  were only examined 

in relation to these associations. However, no evidence of moderating effects of problem- 

focused coping was found. Similarly, emotion-focused coping did not moderate any work 

uplift-burnout relationship. 

CR Problem-focuseci coping was expected to strengrhen 

relationships between work uplifts and the OCB components. Table 6 shows that these 

. incfuded total and organizotiomi upliâs and all three wmponents. None of the 

associations were moderated by either problem-focused or emotion-focused coping. 

c 
Exploratory comparative analyses directed at determining 

any ciifferences between male and femaie officers, and between mamed and single officers 

in levels of the outcome masures, revealed no merences with one exception: Male 
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officers descnbed themselves as being more participatory in the organization than fernale 

officers (E (1, 190) = 12.89, pc .001). 

The results of correlational analyses revealed that whole sample fïndings generally 

held when anafyzed for male officers. However. except for relatively strong conelations 

between total and organi.iomI work uplifts and positive affect (a = .68 and -71)- and 

between operatÏonaI uplifts and persond accomplishment (1 = .58), analyses using just 

femaie officers did not demonstrate the relationships found in whole sample and male 

officer only analyses. Furthermore, anomalous positive associations between total and 

operutïod hassles and loyalty (ES = -58 and -54) and between the operatto~i hassles and 

problem-focused coping (1 = -63). were found. Interestingly, where a negative 

association between operatioml hassles and loyalty was found for male otncers (r = -28). 

a positive association was found for femde officers. 

Similarly, whereas analyses -using mmied oficers yielded findings consistent with 

those found using the entire sample and male officers only, analyses using just single 

officers resulted in difKerent hdings. Specifically, except for positive associations 

between total and orgmizationaI upfifts and positive affect (n = -50 and -5 1). between 

total, operatiomI, and orgmzzatio~l hassles and negative aEect (s = ,60 -48. and -57). 

and between toral upizj9s and odedience (1 = -26) and between orgoni~onaZ hassles and 

emotional exhaution and depersonalization (ES = -51 and .49) no associations were found 

among appraisals of work experiences and outcome measures. 

a Correlational d y s e s  conducted to explore 

. putentid differences in relationships according to years of work experience and age 

revealed a negative correlation between years of job expefience and oper&omI uplifts (i 

= -.29). and a positive association between years of expenence and the OCB 

subcomponent (r = -30). The same two variables were also associated with 

age (CS = -.32 and .25, respecîively). The associations involving years experience 

remaineci when analyzed for male officers only (ES = -.30 and .27. respeaively), and 
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marrieci officers only (ES = 0.27 and .3 1, respectively), as did the ones involving age when 

just male officers (0.34 and .24, respectively), and mamed officers were kcluded (1 = -34 

and -27, respectiveky). Only the association between years of experience and operationaï 

upIifts remained when n o n - d e d  officers (single, separated, and divorced) were 

iacluded in the analysis (r = .-47), and none of the associations persisted when only fernale 

officers were included. 

Comparative analyses among groups of officers with varying years of experience 

was airned at t d g  for the presence of the curvilinear pattern of perceiveci stress and 

psychological distress among police officers espoused by various researchers (e.g., Burke, 

1989b; Cooper, 1982; Violan& 1983). The ody merence among the groups was found 

for organizdzo~l uplifts (E (3 .44 )  = 5 -43, p < -0 1): Ofncers between one and five years 

= 129.75). and between six and 15 years seNice (M = 132.67) identifieci more 

orgmizan'o~~ upiifts than oficers between 16 and 20 years service (M = 1 13-78). and 

those with more than 20 years SeTcrice (M = 125.57), with no Merences being found 

between the latter two groups, and the nrst two groups (Student-Newman-Keuls, p < 

.Os). 

Discussion 

S e v d  main conclusions may be drawn from the results. First, comparative 

analyses revealed that paîrol officers ideniifid operationaZ hassles as being more stressfui, 

whereas supervisors and administrators identifieci organizatioonI hassles as being more 

stressfiil. Ail officers identifid orgmiUIfiUIfio~I uplifts as being more uplifting than 

operafrafromI ones. 

Second, correlational analyses showed that operafional and organizationai hassles 

were positively correlated with exnotional exhaustion and depersonaiization (buniout), 

with the strength of the covariation behg pester for organirational hassles. Both types 
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of uplifts were sllnilariy positively associated with personal accompIishment (dirninished 

bumout). Funherrnore, the composite measure of work upIifis was negatively correlated 

with bumout as reflected in lower emotional exhaustion and higher personal 

accomplishment scores, and ai i  work uplift meaSuTes were positively associated with 

persona1 accomplishment. Orgmi.ona/ rather than operationacll hassles and uplifts were 

iïnked to OCB, with increased hassles negatively covarying with loyalty, and increased 

uplifts positively covarying with aü three OCB subcomponents. A negative association 

between bumout and OCB was evidenced with respect to al1 subcornponents ofeach 

measure. 

Third, regression analyses demonstrated that several work hassle-bumout 

associations were moderated by dispositional positive affect and wping style. Specifically, 

con- to expectations, officers high in positive a f k t  showed greater increases in 

depersonaüzation as organitatronaI hassles increased, and officers who engaged in both 

problem-focused and emotion-focused coping showed lesser inmeases in emotional 

exhaustion and depersonaiization. Work hassle-OCB associations were rnoderated only 

by coping style, with officers who were less inclined to engage in problem-focused coping 

showing the greatest dedines in loyalty as organht i0~2 hassles increased, and those 

inclined to engage in emotion-focused coping showing similar deches in the face of 

increasing tohd, and orgmiaztionaI hassles. Contrary to srpectations, officers more 

inched to engage in either coping style showed greater declines in participation as 

operatloml bassies increased. Only dispositional negative affect rnoderated work upiifk- 

bumout associations, with officers bigh in negative affect showing, con- to 

expectations, greater increases in self-reported personal accornplisbment as to&I and 

0 ~ ~ o n a 2  upliAs increased. With respect to the work uplift-OCB associations, the 

only moderathg variable was dispositional positive affkct, with officers high in positive 

. affect showing greater increases in obedience as total work uplifts inaeased. The 

foiIowing paragraphs offer an explanatory elaboration on each set of hdings. 
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or- 

Based on previous hdings supporthg the greater deletenous effects of 

orpimomI stresson @and & Manuelle, 1987; Brown & Campbell, 1990; Hart et al., 

1993; 1994; 1995), and the recornmended emphasis on chronic exposure to daily 

stressors, rather than on the expriaice of Sequent but traumatic changes in the 

environment (e-g., Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 1995; Lazarus & Follanan, 1984), police 

oficers in the present sample were asked to appraise their daily work experiences with the 

mpectation that o ~ ~ o n a I  aspects would be assessed as being more stressful than 

operatrond ones. On the sudiace, the present findings do not appear to support the 

expectations, showing instead that officers appraised the operatio~ï aspects of their job 

as king more stressW. However, with the removai of items with low item-totai 

correlations, any ciifferences in appraisais disappeared. Furthemore, by anaiyzing the 

appraisais of officers involved in difEerent types of work, negative appraisais of potentially 

bothenome aspects of work appeared to depend on the type of work in which one was 

engaged. Patrol officers, involved in daily patrol and investigation, identifid operatioml 

- aspects as being more stressfii2 whereas supervisors and administrators, primarily involved 

in the fiinctioning of the o r g k t i o n ,  reported organikatiimI aspects to be the most 

stressM. 
. - 

In light of the fact that officers were asked to iadicate the degree to which each 

potentially negative aspect of work "cpplied to t k m  m the Iarrt month as a r e d  of doing 

police worR". the different hdings based on work type do not seem surprising. One 

interpretation of the instructions might have led officers to report the extent to which an 

item w& stressful. whereas another might have led them to report that the item did not 

apply to them simply by virtue of the fact that the type of work in which they were 

engaged did not expose them to that potential stressor. A response of " ' m ' t  rp>piy tu 

me" wuld mean that the item did not bother them, or that they were not exposed to that 
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partidar aspect of police work. Thus, it is possible that the potentidy confounding 

effects offiequency with which an action was perfonned obscured a valid assessment of 

work experience appraisal. Hart et al. (1995) alluded to this when they describeci the 

appraisal of operational experiences a s  "a more objective variable reflecting police officers' 

involvement in the actual tasks they undertake", and suggested that "the more engaged or 

involved police officers become in operatiomI work, the more they wiU experience 

operational hassles or uplifts" (p. 146). This might also be extended to orgmizatrOml 

hassles, although to a lesser extent, for it is more likeLy that all officers encounter 

organizatiod hassies to one degree or another. A simple rewording of the hstmctions so 

that officers codd indicate the degree to which an item was stressfiii, whether they 

currentiy performed the action or not, couid alleviate this problem. 

One of the advantages of the PDHUS is that it aUows for the assessment of 

uplifting work experiences. According to Hart et al. (1995), previous research (e.g., Band 

& ManueUeJ987; Brown & Campbell, 1990) typically ignoreci the fact that work 

experiences could be appraised as uplifting as weli saes&, and that nich could be 

associated wïth enhanced weU-being. Although no predictions were made c o n c e h g  the 

degree to which officers rnight differentiaily appraise potentially u p W g  work 

experiences, the present findings showed that, regardless of specinc type of poIice work, 

- officers wnsistentiy appraised potentially uplifting o r g ~ ~ o n a l  experiences as being 

more uplifting than operational ones. B h g  the confounding egects of fiequency 

discussed above, such consistency might be construed as evidence of a greater potential 

impact of orgmim*onaZ job components on officers' positive appraisals of th& job, as 

weU as their individual sense of weii-being. 

An examination of the items removed fkom the comparative analysis because of 

low item-total correlations (Table 4) suggests that some categorizaiion refinement of the 

PDHUS may d l  be necessary. For example, orgmizatiomi hassle items pertaining to the 

inconveniences of shift work to eating, high perceived work demands and diBEidties 
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dealing with members of the public were not found to relate well with other 

orgmizatiod hassles. This might be explaineci by the fact that such things may have less 

to do with perceived procedural and interactional justice issues than to the inherent nature 

of a job that requires an empioyee to deai effectively and efficiently with a seemingly 

endess Stream of citizen-related problerns, according to a 24-hour schedule in which little 

attention is paid to the inconveniencu it imposes on daily iiving. Similarly, potentiai 

upMs such as "&YS off', "having sufficient thne with the nunily", and "outside support 

fkom spouse, partner or fiend" may have more to do with others' perceptions and the 

impact ofwork on e x t d  aspects of an employee's We, than to oprationai or 

orgarnizafizafionai hctioning per se. 

Items such as "studyhg", "exams", and "equipment fiduren may have shown a 

poor association because of limited applicability to a large number of oficers, whüe other 

items, such as "achieving a heavy workload" may have been poorly understood because of 

an arnbiguous nature. Finally, the operationai uplift "charging someone" may have had a 

weak relationship because of its potential to rdect an appraisal conflict. That is, although 

an officer might receive satisfaction as a resuit of charging sorneone, in that he/she solved 

an investigation, achieved a sense of justice, and brought satisfaction to the victim, such 

satisfaction might not necessarily be descriied as uplifting. It may coincide with an 

appreciation of the impact of the act of charging, and a sense of disgust, sadness, or anger 

that the incident occurred in the first place. Further use of the PDHUS would help 

substantiate these speculations and identify similar item ambiguities and categorizatioa 

discrepmcies to produce a more reliable and vaiid meanire of police work experience 

appraid. 
. - 

8 Although severai studies have addresseci bumout 

among police officas, (e-g., Burke, 1993a; 1993b; Burke & Deszca, 1986; Burke & 
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Kirchmeyer, 1 WOa; 1990b; Burke et al., 1984a; Steams & Moore, 1993). prior to the 

present analysis, the relationship between burnout and police officers' appraisals of 

potentialiy bothersome and upliflhg daily work experiences had never been assessed. In 

keeping with clairns of correlations between negative appraisals and psychological distress 

(e-g., McCrae & Costa, 1986; Hart et al., 1993; 1995; Headey & Wearing, 1990). it was 

expected that officers who evaluated their work expenences more negatively would tie 

more likely to experknce elernents of bumout than those with more moderate appraisals. 

Furthemore. based on a conceptualization of burnout as a reflection of both work-related 

psychologid distress and relative well-being, ofiïcers who assessed their work 

experiences more positively were expected to report relatively low levels of burnout. 

The analyses partially and moderately supported these expectations, in that officers 

who engaged in more negative waluations of their work experiences described themseives 

as feeling more emotiody exhausted and subject to feelings of depersonaikation. More 

importantly, negative evaiuations ~ f o r g a n i ~ o ~ l  aspects were found to be more 

strongly associated with these burnout components than similar appraisals of operational 

aspects, suggesting that officers experience more psychological distress as a result of 

orgmi~an*o~Z hassles than operdonu2 ones. This finding corroborates the increasingly 

backed contention that organizationaI elements of police work are identifid by officers as 

being more stressful than their actual policing duties. 

Negative appraisais did not appear to inpluence feelings of job-related personal 

accomplishrnenî, suggesting that one's sense of work-relaiecl fulfilment may be impacted 

differently by the correlates than the other bumout aspects that better reflect psychological 

distress. Factors other than negative perceptions of work experiences may be instrumental 

in deteminhg an officer's depleted sense of job-related f'ulfilment . It may be that the 

personal accompiishment component of burnout more adequately refiects a "true" well- 

being rneasure. As such, the lack of association between it and work stressors (and its 

unique Mc to work uplifts as discussed below) tend to support claims regarding the 
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orthogonality of psychological distress and well-being associations (McCrae & Costa, 

1986; Diener & Emmons, 1985; Hart et al., 1993; 1995). This suggests that burnout 

hicets may differentially follow these orthogonal hes, rather than the constma as a whole 

reflecting both work-reiated psychological states. Clearly, M e r  study is necessary. 

As alluded to, officers who more positively appraised their work experiences 

described themselves as experiencing greater feeIings of personal accomplishment, with 

such appraisals having Iittle effect on burnout as measured by the other two 

subcomponents. Although positive appraisals as a whole were linked to lower levels of 

self-reqorted emotional exhaustion, the eff- disappeared when appraisals were assessed 

accordhg to the different work facets (operatiomi and o r g ~ ~ o l l ~ l r ) .  This finding may 

have been an artefact of statistical analysis (Le., breaking a composite measure of total 

uplifts into operational and organizational component parts), and therefore Ieaves some 

doubt about any real link betweenuplifting work experiences and emotional exhaustion. 

Interestingiy, unlike negative appraisals, positive appraisals of both operational 

and orgrnidonal work expenences contributed to officers' feelings of job fùlfilment. 

Inasmuch as both facets of work experiences appear to contn'bute to heightened feelings 

of job-related nilfiùnent, earlier assertions espousing the inspirational role of positive 

~ r g a n i ~ o m i  hctioning in the development of job satisfaction (Organ, 1988; Organ & 

Bateman, 1983) seem plausible. As it would like1y prove difndt to enhance operationai 

uplifts, improving orgmizutionai fùnctioning would appear an adequate way to increase 

officefs feelings of job-related fulnlment. 

C:& Aside fiom their role in the stress process, it is 

conceivable that appraisals of work experiences may be instrumentai in promoting or 

inhibithg the performance of extra-role discretionary acts that conmbute to overail 

organizational efficiency (OCB). Research on OCB has consistently established empincal 

links between such behaviour and perceptions of m e s s  regardmg organizational 

operations (e.g., Aquino, 1995; Folger & Mamn, 1986; Moorman, 1991). Based on this 
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evidence, negative appraisais of potentidy bothemme work experiences were expected 

to be associated with diminished levels of OCB and positive appraisals of potentidy 

uplifting experiences were expected to be Iuiked with enhanced levels. The resuits 

provided partial support for these predictions. Officers who waluated their 

orgmizdonaI work experiences as stressfùi tended to express less l o y w  to the 

organization, and those who idenbned oprutional experiences as being stressful desmbed 

themse1ves as being l e s  participatory in the organization. (Micers who idenàned greater 

u p W g  o r g m k a f i o ~ i  experiences describeci themselves as being more loyal, as well as 

more obedient to, and participatory in the organhtion 

These findings may indicate that, although fhstrations with negative 

orgrizationaI fùnctioning may detract fiom feelings ofloyalty toward the organization, 

they may not be strong enough to ovemde exteraally, imp- or more inherently-based 

expectations of employee coaformity to organktional d e s  (obedience), especially in a 

police organization where much emphasis is placed on folIowing orders and niles in a 

paramüitary fshîon. The lack of association between operatioml stresson and Ioyalty 

- may reflect an acceptance, on the part of officers, of stressors inherent in policing duties, 

and that these wodd W y  be experienced when working for any police senice. 

Furthemore, it appears that the stress assuciated with police work it& rather than 

finistrations with organizational hctioning, have the potentiai to inhibit officers' efforts to 

engage in extra participatory efforts that might benefit the orgaNzation. It may be that the 

latter is iosufncient to detract nom organizational participation among officers, relative to 

the unique and s t ~ g e n t  dernands ofpolicing duties, which may simply undennine the 

energy and desire needed to dedicate extra t h e  to one's job, and to work toward changes 

therein, 

The tendency toward greater 0- with increasing ~ r g m i ~ o ~ i  uplifts, and the 

finding that neither operationai hassles nor uplifis had any bearing on OCB, support 

- previous research identmg the influentid effects of positive perceptions of 
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organizationai hctioning on OCB perfomance. The results aiso enhance Our 

understanding of the impact of perceptions of work experiences by suggesting that effects 

go beyond individual welI-being to organizationai fiuicti~naiity~ That positive and 

negative appraisds operated Werentiaily with respect to OCB, aüows for an extension of 

the argument that both positive and negative aspects of work need to be assesseci, not ody 

when attempting to determine officer weIi-being, (e-g., Hart et ai., 1995), but in assessing 

- behavioural contributions to the organization as well. 

Buniout anda WeU-estabiished links between burnout and an assortment of 

negative coIlSeQuences for organkational fùnctioning, such as increased absenteeism 

(Jackson et al., 1986), turnover (Frith & Britton, 1989; Maslach & Jackson, 1984) and 

intentions to quit (Burke & Deszca, 1986) raised specuiation that diminished weil-being as 

reflected in high 1 4 s  of burnout out wouid be associated with diminished tendencies to 

engage in OCB. The fincihg that bumout and OCB were associated through al1 six 

components (See Table 5) not ody cleariy corroborates daims regarding the potentiai 

detrimental effeas of burnout on organizational fiinctionality, but depicts the extent of its 

impact, in that it appears not oniy to interfere with employee attendance and 

discontentment, but also with positive behaviours that might otherwise bene& the 

- organization In other words, b m e d  out officers may be more inciined to leave a job, and 

to take more t h e  off. but even if such an employee shows up for work, his or her 

contriiutions toward organizationai efficiency may be minimal at best. 

. . 
B a d  on evidence of the direct effects of hades and uplifts 

on psychological distress and weli-being, respectively, over and above those of disposition 

(e-g., Hart et al, 1995), and a wnceptualizrition of individual characteristics not as causal 

agents, but as influentid antecedent factors (e-g., Fokman & Lazanis, 1988), the present 

study predicted mdkratrng, rather than mediating, eeffects of dispositional a. As 
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moderating variables, positive and negative affect were expected to interact with 

appraisals of work experiences, and show either buffering or enhancing effects on 

relationships iavolvhg bumout and OCB, respectively. As officen who experienced a 

greater degree of work hassles expressed stronger feelings of emotional exhausbon and 

depersonaihion, dispositional positive affect was expected to buffer the experience of 

bumout, such that, even in the face of continuai exposure to work hassles, officers high in 

positive affect would express a lesser degree of bumout. However, although the 

interaction was only marpiiiauy significant, officers with high positive affect engaged in 

more depersonalization as organi~onaI hassles increased. Nonetheless, the absence of a 

direct correlation between positive affect and depersonaikation. in Light of its potential 

moderating effkts, lends crediiility to the wnceptualization of dispositional aect  as a 

moderator rather than a mediator paron & Kenny, 1986). 

When considering the absence of b u f f e ~ g  effects of dispositional affect on 0 t h  

buniout subcomponents, rnoderating effects on depersonalkation may refiect a unique role 

of depersodization withia police contexts- To the extent that depersonalization has been 

described as a coping mechanisrn among officers, through which they attempt to counter 

the distress resulting fiom regular exposure to unpleasant situations (Dietrich & Smith, 

1986). and discount the demands of the various aspects of the job (Molanti & Marshall, 

1983). higher levels may reflect eahanced adaptability. ûf5cers with high positive affect 

- may be more inched to adopt such a strategy as a means of wmbating the fiusnations of 

the organhtional hassles in order to maintain their general upbeat tendency. It may also 

be the case that those with lower levels of positive affect only extend themselves so fiu in 

response to work stress, either viewing such as Iess of an atliont to their more moderate 

afEkctive States, or perhaps not being able to muster combative resources that a generally 

upbeat disposition would afEord. However, the fact that these effécts were not found in 

response to oprutionai hassles as well as orgmizationaI ones is surprising, and leaves 

some uncertainty regarding the exact role of depersonahtion in police contexts. 
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Officers high in negative affect were expected to experience greater levels of 

bumout as work hassles increased, with disposition in this case acting as an enhancer of 

psychologicai distress. Howwer, the lack of moderathg effects supports Hart et al.'s 

(1995) finhg of signincant contriiutions of work hassles and upIifts to psychological 

distress and well-being, over and above dispositional effkcts, and refùtes claims that ciuch 

of the negative appraisai-psychologid distress relationship can be accounted for by the 

presence ofa negative disposition (e-g., Costa & McCrae, 1990; Watson & Pennebaker, 

1989). In other words, the suggestion is that, regardas of the extent of an officer's 

negatbe disposition, chronïc exposure to stressfid work experiences can have deleterious 

effêcts on wen-being. Simiiariy, although contrary to predictionf dispositional affect was 

not found to moderate work ha&-OCB relationships, suggesting again the possibility of 

a direct negative influence of exposure to work place stress, especially organikdiotl(lI 

stressors, and diminished levels of OCB, regardles of disposition. The latter finding 

wrroborates assertions that situational factors rnay be the rnoa important inf.luence on 

OCB (Organ, 1994). 

Burnout in relation to increasing work uplifts was expected to be lower for officers 

high in positive trait affkct, whereas officers high in negative trait aflFect were expected to 

expenence higher levels of bumout, even in the presence of persisting uplifting work 

experiences. Burnout in this case was represented by the personal accomplishment 

component as this was the only one associateci with work uplifts. Contrary to 

expectations, dispositional positive affect had h i e  b e a ~ g  on the work uplift-bumout 

- association, meaning that whether generaiiy upbeat or not, officers exposed to greater 

work upiïfts expressed less tendencies toward bumout, at lest in terms ofa heightened 

sense of job-related personal accomplishment. Surprisingiy, officers with high negative 

a f f t  aaually expressed greater feelings of personal accomplishment with exposure to an 

increasingly uplifting work environment, relative to officers with more moderate and low 

levels of trait negative affect. Even though this was an unexpected finding, it m . t  be 
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constnied as a testament ofthe beneficial influences of positive work experiences on 

officer weii-being. Whereas it is conceivable that increasingly positive work experiences 

might have the degree of iduence needed to sway officers who are genedy disposed to 

only a slightly negative outiook toward greater feelings of personal accomplishment, the 

potential degree of infiuence is better understood in the fincihg that officers who are 

disposed to a strong negative outlook evidenced even greater increases in positive feelings 

about themeIves in response to an increasingly uplifting work environment. Althouph this 

may have been a reconciliatory response to possible dissonance caused by disparities 

between a negative attmide and exposure to uplifting work experiences, a better 

understanding of the moderathg role of negative Bi in the work appraisal-burnout 

association requires M e r  exploration. 

Ody the OCB component obedience to the organi7ation appeared to  be dependent 

- on disposition In accordance with predictions, officers with high positive affkct expresseci 

greater tendencies toward obedience, as they increased their positive appraisals of work 

experiences. This effect, in the absence of any uivolving the other two components, may 

have been due to the possibility that, because obedience, more so than the loydty 

component, involves overt acts, it may requke more intenial impetus than is needed for 

one to be merely swayed toward loyal sentiments in response to an increasingIy u p E g  

work environment. Thus, high levels of positive affect may act in conjunction with 

positive appraisais of work experiences to result in inaeased acts of obedience. This may 

heip explain why prevïous research examinlig a dispositional basis for OCB (e-g., George, 

1991; ûrgan & Konovksy, 1989) found only tenuous links. Furthemore, it corroborates 

assertions that both predisposition toward affective states, as well as cognitive evaiuations 

of the job, have the potential to intluence OCB (e.g., George, 1992; Orgw 1994). 

However, this appears to be limited to positive affect, as negative affect was not found to 

moderate any work uplifbOCB association. As for the participation component, it may be 

subject to unique intluences inasmuch as it involves a degree of political activism. Further 
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investigation of this issue within police samples, where such behaviour may be ovedy 

discourage, is warranted. 

Coping style, an integral part of the stress process (Foikman & Lazanis, 

1988). has been disthguished in terms of its potentid to promote adaptabiiity, with 

problem-focused coping, a more direct, action-based approach, being labeiled as adaptive, 

and emotion-focused coping, an indirect, avoidance-based approach, being constnied as 

maladaptive (e.g., Biliings & Moos, 1984; Hart et al., 1995; Headey & Wearing, 1992). 

Although there is empirical evidence to suggest that the two types of coping fit into the 

separate and orthogonal mediateci pathways of psychological distress and well-being {e-g., 

Diener & Emmons, 1985; Hart et al., 1993; 1995; Headey & Wearing, 1992; McCrae & 

Costa, 1986). there are other claims that either coping style may be effective depending 

upon the context in which it is used (Bolger, 1990; FoUnnan, Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, 

DeLongis, & Gruen, 1986; Fokman & Lazarus, 1988). In keeping with the* 

conceptualizatiom of problem-foaised copiag as adaptive, and being activated, rather than 
I 

caused by appraisals, the present study predicted that this type of coping wouid moderate 

the a-effects of work hassles and enhance the beneficial e f f i s  of work uplifts. Partial 

support for t a h g  a moderathg rather than a meclb'afing approach carne fiom the 

correlational analyses which failed to show any sigdïcant Link between either type of 

appraisal and problem-focused coping, while depicting a positive covariance betweetl 

problem-focused coping and various subcomponents of the outcome measures (Baron & 

Kenney, 1986). 

Ofncers who engaged in problem-focused coping to a greater extent expressed a 

greater sense of personai accomplishment and more participation in the organization. To 

the extent that the participation wmponent of OCB may partiaily refiect a tendency to 

actively co&ont organizational dyshction and inadquacies in order to alter perceived 

ineffectiveness of status quo hctioning, it is not surprishg that a direct problem-solving 

coping strategy rnight be associated with greater participation in the organization while 
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not wmmensurately inspiring p a t e r  obedience and Ioyaity to the organization. In fact, 

such acts of defiance against organizational authority rnay detract corn tendencies toward 

obedience and loyalty (Van Dyne et al., 1994). SMilarly, it is conceivable that the 

knowledge that one is deaiing directly with a problernatic or stressfiil situation wuld 

inspire a heightened sense of job-related personal accomplishment, wbiie not 

simdtaneously aileviahg other elements of buniout which may require time away fiom 

the work environment, reQ therapy or other health-focused solutions. Refbting evidence 

of o r t h o g o w  and adaptability labels, were the unexpected positive associations found 

among emotion-focused coping and the same outcorne measure subcomponents. 

In terms of the moderathg dects of coping style, results showed that both coping 

styles were eEéctive in buffering ~e~reported burnout levels as exposure to work ha.ssIes 

increased in seventy, with officers who engaged more in either style expressing lower 

levels of bumout. Although this was expected of problem-focused coping, it was not of 

its emotiondy-based cornterpart. Again, these results tend to refùte daims of orthogonal 

pathways of well-being in which motion-focused wping figures as a maladaptive strategy 

that ultirnately leads to psychoIogical distress, and support claims regarding the beneficiai 

- effects of both coping styles depending on the context in which they are employed. 

It is noteworthy that it was specificaiiy bumout in response to orgmizationai 

stresson that was buffered to some extent by both coping styles. Thus, it appears that the 
. - 

experience of bumout as a result of engaging in mandatory but stressfiil policing duties 

(operationul aspects) rnay occur regardless of attempts to cope, and this rnay be an 

inherent drawback of the job itself. However, the fincihg that attempts to cope with 

perceived stressfùi situations have the potential to aiiewiate the deleterious impact of 

orgonizdzOonal fùnctioning, suggests that at least the stresson of the organizational 

environment, which have been shown in this and other studies to cause the most 

psychologicai distress for police officers, c m  be addressed to some extent through the 

instruction of beneficial wping techniques. 
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It appears too that the organization itselfmight benefit 60x11 such skill- 

development, in that diminished loyaity to the organization in response to inmeases ut 

stressftl orgmiulfi'oonal experiences were aiso moderated (iessened) by both types of 

coping, as was expected, at least for probiem-focused coping. This rnay suggest that 

officers recognize and becoming hstrated by the f k t  that many of the orgclllizrtztina2 

stressors could be alleviated. Thus, they rnay tum to a vaxiety of coping mechanisms to 

counter these feelings of hstration, and in so doing, generate greater feelings of loyaity to 

the organization. The fincihg that participation levels decreased more in those who 

engaged in both types of coping as opmtionu2 work hassks iacreased suggests the 

possibilîty that. another way to cope with the stress of police work itself might be to simpiy 

withdraw fiom extra-role participation (the ide .  of doing only what one has to, and only 

within stipulated working scheduies). As was already mentioned, a portion of the 

participation wmponent is said ta reflect active efforts to evoke change, and it rnay t e  that 

increasing efforts to cope represent decreasing efforts directed at change. The notion of 

coping through withdrawal may again reflect officers' acceptance of the stressors inherent 

in police work That is, rather than wastuig t h e  attempting to alter what c a ~ o t  be 

changed, officers may simply opt for less exposure to the job and wncentrate on aspects 

of life outside the job that inspire feelings of weU-being. uideed, this has been theorized to 

occur by other researchers (e.g., Violad, 1983), especially among officers at mid-career 

stage- 

F ' d y ,  the Iack of moderathg effects of either coping style on the work uplift- 

bumout and OCB associations, respectively, dthough contrary to predictions, may 

suggest once again, that a strong influence of dady acposure to u p W g  experiences may 

be enough to increase feelings of personal accomplishment, as well as loyalty and 

obedience to, and participation toward one's organization. This bespeaks the potential 

benefits of uplifüng work experiences for personal and organizational weU-being, 

regardless of any personal input in the fonn of caphg on the part of officers. 
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Sex NO predïctions were made regardhg individual ditfierences 

dong gender and marital status iines. Analyses using the present sample failed to show 

any merence in bumout levels among male and f d e  officers. The only difference 

between the sexes was the greater expressed organizatiod participation (OCB) of male 

officers. Inasmuch as this OCB component may reflect both a tendency to speak out 

against the status quo, and involvement in extra-curriculai organizationaf projects, it is not 

surprising that men, more so than women, might engage in nich behaviour, presumably 

- feelug more cornfortable doing both within a maie dominated culture. 

Although female officers, like their male wunterparts, appeared to be infiuenced in 

their positive appraisals of work by dispositionai positive affect, which also appeared to 

posinVeIy influence their sense of personal acwmplishment, they fàiled to show my of the 

associations between appraisals and outcome masures found among male officers. This 

suggests that aithough maie and female officers may report quivalent levels of bumout 

and OCB, the degree to which those levels are associated with perceptions of the workuig 

enviromnent may differ. Such dserences were M e r  evidenced in the discrepancy 

between d e  and female officers in theù expressed loyalty to the organization with 

inmeases in work stress. Whereas male officers expressed decreasing levels of loyalty as 

work stressors increased, f e d e  officers expressed increased levels. This may have been 

an offshoot of female officers' subtle attempts to prove their strength of character and 

abiiity to do the job to their male counterparts, such that even in the face of work 

adversity and stress, they express dedication to the organization and their job. However, 

t is also important to acbowledge that the sample of femde officers was anall, especially 

when compared to the nurnber of maie officers. Therefore, any speculation based on these 

findings is suspect. Clarification of gender merences awaits fùture research involving a 

more balanced sarnple of officers. 
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Single and rnarried officers dso did not dEer in their levels of burnout and OCB, 

thus Eailing to corroborate previous research that cited married individuals as  tending ta 

experience less bumout than single ones (Maslach & iackson, 1985). Furthemore, single 

officers showed ody a trend toward the work appraisal-outcome measure associations 

found among their marriecl counterparts. Specificdy, the innuences of dispositionai affect 

on the uplifts and hassle-type appraisals were evidenced among single officers, as was an 

increased expression of bumout with increased work hassles, and an increased expression 

of organizational obedience with increased work uplifts. Thus, it appeared that single 

officers, like f d e  officers, differed in the degree of appraisal-outcome associations 

relative to manied officers. The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear and require 

fûrther exploration. As was the case with the femaie sample, the small sample size of 

single officm may have undermineci the validity of the analyses. Nonetheless, the strong 

correlations between disposition and work appraisais, and between work hassles and 

bumout, even in Light of the smaIi sample size, c a s  attention to the potentidiy strong 

influences of disposition on the appraisal process, and the similarly strong potential 

influences of negative perceptions of the work environment on diminished well-being. 

The reresults of the age and years expenence analyses 

fded to corroborate previous research linking diminished levels of burnout out with 

increased age (Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). However, the resuits did suggest that as 

officers increased in age and years of work expexience, they tended to decrease their 

appraisais of potentidy upiifüng operational components of theù job, but participated in 

the orgarii;riition to a greater degree. That an officer with increasing yean service, and 

- getting older, wouid expenence l e s  and less of a sense of reward fiom policing duties is 

not sufpnsing conside~g the physicai nature of policing and the shift work involveci. 

Furthermore, finding a job less rewarding with increasing years service and age might be 

expected to occur within any occupation. The greater tendency toward participation with 

more years s e ~ c e  might sirnply reflect increased tendencies to voice discontent with more 
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time spent on the job. The h d i n g  that these trends appeared to be consistent only for 

male and marriai officers, and to a lesser extent, non-&ed officers, rnay have been 

influenced by the limitations of the small female and single officer sample sizes aiready 

discussed, 

Although the correlational analyses fded to reveal any link between years of work 

experience and perceptions of work stress and bumout, respectively, previous research 

citing the existence of a cuvilinear relationship between perceived stress, psychological 

distress and years of work experience demandeci nirther exploratory analyses. 

Spdcaily,  officers at mid-career stage (e.g., 9-12 years, or 6-15 years) have ben found 

. to show the most elevated levels of distress (Burke, l989b; Cooper, 1982; Violad, 

1983). Reasons cited for the elwated distress at this career stage, relative to others, have 

included unmet career expectations, a lack of sense of control over one's career path, and 

career uncertainty (Burke, 1989b); as well as susceptibility to the disappointment fkom 

uasuccessfùi attempts at promotion which may be looked upon as the oniy way to validate 

one's career success (Cooper, 1982). Furthemore, lower levds of perceived stress among 

officers with more than 14 years service, relative to officers with less t h e  on, has been 

cited as the r d t  of a growing cynical response to police work in which officers direct 

themselves toward more personal concerns to avoid the stresses of the job w~Iant i ,  

1983). Similady, "plateauedff officers' (those who have remaineci a constable for 15 years 

or more), lack of psychological distress in the face of increased stress perceptions was 

explained in t e m  of their adoption of a less committed attitude toward work at that stage 

which served as a coping mechanism against bumout (Burke, l989a). 

The present exploratory analyses directed at determining the presence of such a 

response patte& M e d  to reveaI any ewidence of a cuNilinear pattern. The on& Merence 

among the groups showed that new and mid career stage officers (6 to 15 years) identifid 

more orgami~onal uplifis than their more experienced counterparts. It is possible that in 

this panicular sample, newer and mid-career stage officers have enjoyed more positive 
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experiences with promotional processes. In fhct, it may have been that such influenceci 

officers to participate in the study, thus iduencing the rnakeup of the sample. 

Furthemore, it is possible that newer officers rnay represent a different type of officer 

being hired in recent years, one that is educated, not necessary driven toward policing but 

engaged in it because of a constnaed job market, and mtering the system with aspirations 

for early promotion and career success (the "1 don? want to start at the bottom" 

syndrome). Additionally, where it was once mandatory to have an officer accumulate at 

least 5 years expenence pnor to specidhtion, it is now not uncornmon to have officers 

with as M e  as two years service being offered speciality positions. This may influence a 

newer otFcer's perceptions of hidher orgarhtional experiences. It may have also been 

the case tbat officers in this sample having between 16 and 20 yean d c e  were the ones 

expenencing the bittemess of unsuccessfd promotional opportunïties and unmet career 

aspirations. 

Aithough efforts were made in the present study to take the recornmended 

integrated approach to the study of stress among police officers, and to incorporate 

elements ofexisting relevant theones, several limitations m u t  be achowledged. First, the 

wrrelatiod and cross-sectional nature ofthe study prevents any assertions regarding 

causaiity. This being the case, questions regmding the iafemed directions of associations 

are impossible to address. It is possible, for example, that an officer's state of distress or 

wel-being may influence the degree to which one appraises work experiences as stressfiil 

or uplifting, as was suggested by Hart et al. (1995), rather than the other way around. 

Similady, it may be that reciprocal relationships exist among appraisals and outcome 

meames, as indeed has been hypothesized by other mearchers (e.g., Hart et al., 1995; 

Lazarus, 1990). Cleariy, longitudinal approaches are necessary in order to make such 
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Second, the reliance on seKreport questionnaires to generate data rnay not only 

have resulted in less than accurate portrayals, but may have shaped the makeup of the 

sample in the first place. That is, it may have been that only a particular subset of officers 

actuaiiy participated in the study, and that subset may have had a response set reflecting 

partida. appraisal styles and levels of psychological well-being. Although often dificuit 

to orchestrate, more objective rneasures (e.g., peer and supe~sor  evaluations, personnel 

records, and third party observation), generated nom a selected random sample of offices 

may better access accurate information fiom a more diverse group of officers. 

Third, a variety of variables that have been implicated in the bumout process and 

OCB performance, such as career orientation, seIf-esteem, other rneasures of persooality 

relevant to police officers (e-g., cynicism and authoritarianism), f d y  support systems, 

job satisfaction, and employrnent attitudes were not considered in the present study. 

Similady, only one psychological &stress / well-being measure (buniout) was included, 

with lower levels being assumed to reflect p a t e r  welI-behg., at least in a work-related 

sense. A greater inclusion of the above &ors, as well as more specifïc measures of weU- 

being in future integrated approaches might provide a more detailed account of the way in 

which police officers' work experiences impact on their psychological States. 

Finally, although the rnakeup of police services is more progressively reflecting 

population diversity in recent years, officers stiU tend to be predominantiy male. Efforts to 

deterrnine differential effects accordhg to gender are made difncult considering the small 

sample of femaie officers dative to male officers. As police services continue to target 

qualifieci individuals fiom ail ethnic and religious groups, as well as fiom both gender 

groups, dismepancies in numbers dong these hes should dissipate, allowhg fiiture 

research to better masure the influences of such on police officers' perceptions, weU- 

being and organizatiody directed behaviour. 
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. . . .  In undertaking an examination of bumout and OCB 

among police officers, the present study sought to test the validity of existing theories as 

weil as the authors' own supposition that deviateci h m  them. First, in an effort to abide 

. by recornmendations of prior stress mearchers who chronicled the importance of 

considering the impact of chronic and regular expenences on weli-being, this snidy 

incorporated a masure of potentidy stressfiil and upiïfüng police work experiences, and 

examinai them in relation to an index of psychologicd distress (bumout). This also 

af5orded an opportunity to ver@ assertions regarding the greater innuentiai role of 

organimoonal stressors in the psychologicai weii-being of police officers. 

Second, with the inclusion of a measure of OCB, an attempt-was made to extend 

an understandhg of the impact of work stresson and uplifts beyond individual well-being 

to organitational fiinctionùig. W~th a resurgence of interest in OCB as a subtie but 

necessary influence on organizational efficiency, its inclusion in the study represented an 

effort tu amalgamate recent research in the two areas of employee stress, and behaviour at 

work Furthemore, with perceived organi;rritional fainiess being the most commody cited 

OCB antecedent, assessing the relationship between appraisals of work experiences and 

OCB allowed for the validation of previous fbdings using a population (police officers) in 

which OCB had yet to be examiRed. 

Finally, with an emphasis on a more integrated approach which included the 

mdran'ing effects of personaiity type and coping style, the study represented a theory- 

based attempt to examine stress and organizational contributions among police officers. 

Howewer, it also represented an exploratory effort in its conceptuaiization of work 

experiences as being the moa important infiuence on officer well-king and OCB, over 

and above dispositionai ciiffierences and coping style. 

Some evidence was found for predicted relationships between appraisals of work 

experiences and bumout and OCB, respectively, although ciifferences among the 
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subcomponents of the outcome measures with respect to these associations suggested that 

psychologid and behavioural responses to perceptions ofdaily work experiences may 

represent a complex dynamic which may be evidenced differentiaily depending on the 

outcome measure chosen. Furthemore, the disparate associations of hassles relative to 

uplifts helped to substantiate Hart et d ' s ,  (1993; 1994; 1995) clah that by ignoring the 

potential beneficial influences of positive evaluations of work expenences, previous 

. empincal endeavours M e d  to address the wmplete work stress picture. In t m  of 

organitatiody-directed behaviour, the clear association between the appraisais of work 

experiences and OCB M e r  comoborated already weU-entrenched statements regardhg 

the primq role of perceptions of organktional and supe~sor  fairness (as capture in the 

PDHS) in OCB performance. 

One of the most critical contributions of the study, however, was its implication of 

the influential role of oqpniaziionaI stressors and uplifts in psychological distress and 

weU-being among police ofncers. This was p d a i i y  evidenced in the tendency on the part 

of officers within d areas of police work to appraise uplifkg orgmiUPtiml experiences 

as being more uplifting than opratromI ones. Even if this evidence was tainted by the 

possible confounding effkcts of performance fiequencies, other evidence emerged in the 

form of stronger correlations between appraisals of s t r M  0rgani~om2 experiences 

and bumout, relative to operationui ones Furthermore, to the extent that OCB was 

associateci with organizutz-onal hassles and uplifts, ratha than opratioml wunterparts, 

the greater influentid role of 0 r g m i ~ 0 ~ 2  stressors and u p W  might be safely extended 

to reflect their greater impact on behaviour directeci at the organkation as weii. 

Some evidence was found to support a moderational mode1 of relationships, with 

dispositional &kt and coping style being found to moderate at Ieast some of the 

associations in expected directions. The importance of considering dispositional and 

coping influences in an integrated approach has been asserted not oniy in recent stress 

literature (e.g., Hart et al., 1993; 1994; 1995). but to a lesser extent, in OCB inquiries as 
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weii (e.g., Organ, 1994). The evidence of moderating effects in the present study attests 

to the ment of such assertions. However, the lack of moderated associations, as wel as 

the presence of moderating effects in unacpected directions, might be comtrued as greater 

supporthg evidence for the main contention underlying the study's exploratory 

component, nameIy that chronic exposure to police work hassles and uplifts has the 

potentid, over and above disposition and coping techniques, to influence psychoIogical 

distress, weil-being, and OCB among police officers. Furthemore, the hding that 

officers' level of dispositional negative &ect did not have any bearing on heightened levels 

. of bumout in response to increasingly stressful work experiences refttes claims that such 

relatiomhips exia through the medutionaI influences of negative affect (Costa, & 

McCrae, 1990; Moyle, 1995; Watson & Pennebaker, 1989). Although the present 

analyses did not test medkted relationships, one wuid at least expect merences in 

outcome measures for officers with difEerent levels of negative affect ifa mediated 

association were the case. The study's theoreticai supposition is strengthened in the 

absence of such effects. 

Finally, with the finding that both types of coping acted similady in their 

relationship with outcome measures, and in their potentid to b s e r  the adverse effects 

(high bmout  and Iow OCB) of work hassles, the dadaptive status of exnotion-focused 

wping is caifed into question, thereby validating the theoretical contention that coping is 

context-dependent, and as such can be adaptive or maladaptive only in Light of the context 

in which it is used. 

A summary of the implications of the present study are captured in the following 

five statements: (1) Stronger relationships between 0rgani~ona2 stressors and buniout, 

and greater positive appraisals of org~zclftona2 uplifîs (relative to operatiomal ones), 

suppon existing empincal aiidence regarding the influeritid impact of orgmi2atz*o~Z 

work expenences on psychological distress and weil-belng among police officers; (2) 

DEerent outcome associations between work hassles and upiifts corroborates contentions 
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regarding the importance of conside~g both stressfil and uplifhg work experiences in 

studies of officer stress and work-related behaviour. Furthemore, dBerential associations 

between appraisals and the Mirent subcomponents of the outcome measures directs 

attention to the complexity of the impact of work expenences, and the importance of 

outcorne measure selection; (3) The presence of relationships between work appraisals 

and OCB promotes a better understanding of the broader potential impact of work hassles 

and uplifts, and supports existing empincal evidence regarding the importance of 

perceptions of organizationai fiinctioning to the performance of OCB; (4) Some support 

for a modorated approach to work appraisd-outcome relationships suggests the possibility 

of an alternative conceptuaiization of the mamer in which individual characteristic 

. variables impact on an officers' work environment. It aiso demonstrates the va&- of the 

previously identifid need to consider potential contributions of individual merences in 

understanding officers' reactions to their work environment. The iimited moderating role 

of disposition lends some crediiility to the speculation that work experiences have the 

potential to directly influence officers' health and work behaviour, and in so doing, raises 

questions regarding the central role of negative affkct in appraisai-distress associations. 

However, the consistent moderating role of coping style regarding orgmzizationaI 

stresson implies that, while direct associations might exist, coping style may effectively 

E t  the deletenous &ects of organhtional stress; (5) Evidence of the beneficiai role of 

emotion-focused wping aliows for some scepticism regarding its maiadaptive status. This 

leaves some doubt regardhg the existence of separate orthogonal pathways of distress and 

. weii-being, at least c o n d g  the role of coping. 
. . . *  

The most important pradcal implications emanate 

primarily fiom two hdings: (1) the present study's support of claims regarding the more 

influentid role of orgrnizutional stressors, and (2) evidence of potential main effects of 

police officers' perceptions of their work expenences on states of psychological distress 

and weli-behg, as well as the performance of OCB. Inasmuch as orgmiiuilioml 
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structures and fùnctions are the more easily altered component of police work, relative to 

operationaI aspects, this and similar studies send a clear message, namely, that officers' 

identification of orgmiu~tionaI suessors may reflect more than jus grumblùigs of 

dissatidhion; they may represent antecedents of burnout States which thenseives have 

been linked to physical and psychological malaise, absenteeism, and turnover. 

Aiternatively, uplifting organi~lfrional work experiences in their own right may have 

desirable organizational correlates, nich a s  enhanced feelings of job-related personal 

accomplishment, greater acts of obedience, heightened feelings of loyalty among 

employees, and increased tendencies to participate in organizationai betterment. 

Therefore, one place to begin ensuring orpnhtional efficiency through the presence of 

healthy, productive, and hctional officers at work, might be to attend to officers' 

perceptions of stressfiil and uplifting ficets of organizatiod funaoning. 

Another practicai consideration focuses on the role of coping among police 

officers. To the extent that officers in this simple, as in Hart et al's., (1995) sample, are 

likeIy to engage in both coping styles, and that both may be beneficial, officers should be 

encouraged to develop persody beneficial coping styles. They should be helped to 

understand that context might be important when deciding on a response pattern, with the 

only caveat being that one's goal must be to deviate psychological distress rather than 

mask it. Therefore, one way to ensure a hctional and heahhy police s e ~ c e ,  might be to 

develop training pro- in which officers are educated in the potential benefid effects 

of a varïety of coping strategies, and the importance of conside~g the context in making 

coping style choices. 

OveraU, the present study points to the rnerit of ewmining ofncers' perceptions of 

th& working environment in fbture stress-related research involving police officers, and 

signais managers who are interesteci in promoting organizational efficiency to focus, as 

S t e m  and Moore (1993) asserted, on the impact of job-related components rather than 

on the potential individuai deficiencies of the officers themselves. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

0 I undentand thit my participation is voluntary, and thet my respoara will 
be anonymous and confidenthi. (please check the box). 

There a n  no right, wrong, good, or bad answen to any of the questions 
bdow. Please just give the most accurate, tnithful response for you. Ifyou find nny 
of the questions too personai, you do not have to respond, aithough it would be most 
hdpful to us ifyou answered evvy question. To ensun anonymity, pleue 
put yoar name on this questionnaire. & 

O - 0  For each question, p u r  fint impression is 
probabty correct. 

1. Please indicate your gender: male f d e  
2. How old are you? years. 
3. What is your marital status? 

4. How long have you been a police officer? years. 
5.  Please indicate what type of work you do as a police officer. (Check more than one 
item if necessary) 

. S u P e m S o r Y  administrative patrol / investigative 

other-int ernai other-with the public 
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8. The foiiowing are statemenu which may or may not reflect ywr work expehences. Using the 1- 
t0-5 d e  below, indicate the degree to which each cspericnct (item) has "hassled" or bothered you 
as a resuIt of doing police work Ui the p u t  mwth. A n n r  by p l d g  the appropriate niimbu from 
the d e  below on the btank ( " " )  bedde ench statement. 

1 
dehitely 
does NOT 
apply to me 

2 3 4 5 
rare@ sumetimes ofien =lwY 
applies applies applies applies 
to me to me to me to me 

- Delivering a death message 
- Giving bad aews 
- Dealing with domestics 
- Deaïhg with road victims 
- Dealing with abused children 
- Dealing with assault Mctims 
- Seeing other people in mWry 
- Taking an accident report 
- Imguhr meal times 
- Missing meak 
- Rushed eating 
- Shift work interferhg with other activities 
- Quick changeatm 
- Sitting around and then having to becorne mddedy active 
- Unreasonable expectatiom h m  othen outside the Department (e-g., la- judges, public) 
- Court decisions king too lenient 
- Outîside interference with police work (e-g., goverament, public, concerned citizens) 
- W&g time at court 
- Poor media coverage 
- Lack of p o i k  powers 
- Caias setting inconvenient dates 
- Tm much work ta do 
- Too much expected of me - Ixwilïcient thne to amplete a job 
- Meeting nPlrdIines 
- Going on a raid 
- Going to a dangernus call 
- Having to make a forcible arrest 
- Being responsi'ble for others 
- Deaiing with other peopIe's pmblems 
- Tryiag ta show interest in people 
- H m  Caus 
- Not king able to charge someone who is guilg 
- Doing work 1 dont like 
- Doing things I don'tagree with - Not k i n g  able to get an admission fiom someone who is guilty - Dealing with people who abuse the police - H e a ~ y t d E c  Dqxmw~M Deparmvntalg of complaintr 
- Poor cirivers on the road - Cornplaints by the public 
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- king told what to do by others 
- Tm much supervision 
- Working wiîh people who are incompetent 
y Working with people who ladr profiionalism 

Other mernbers not pulling their weight 
Woriàng with people who are not suited for p o h  WO* 

Working with people wha are inconsiderate 
Working with peopIe who do not listen 
Probrems with Co-workers 
Disagreement ahut how to do something 
Unnecessary forms 
Poor administration 
Inconsistent application of niles and palicy 
Lack of forward pIsnning 
Tm much red tape to get something done 
Lnappropriate niles and regdations 
Excessive paperwork 
Lack of ciarity in operational guidelines 
bbil ity to change the system 
untidy wotk areas 
Dirty lockefrooms 
Poor faciiities 
Lack of equipment 
Equipment failure 
Feeling generally hadeqmte 
Bottüng up' my feelings 
Difticuity staying objective 
Feelings of not king able to do e g  

- Con- about the status of poiice 
- Feelings of just king a mmihet 
- St-dying (for mds purpose9 
- Exams (for work purposes) 
- Udàir rating system 
- UnEu promotional policy 
- Lack of stability in the station 
- Personaiity clashes at work 
- Jobs for the boys 
- Low morale - Feelings of haMng to conform to 'pressure' h m  pars . 

- Not king able to speak my minA 
- Having wsayindecisionstbaîa&ictrne 
- La& of bonesîy about my work by superion 
- interference in my decisions by others 
- Respoonbi  without authority to make dcanoas 
- Not receiving recognition for a job weii dont 
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6. The foilowing are statemenb that may or may not reflet your work uperienccs 
Using the 140-5 s d e  below, indicate the degree to which each uperience (item) has 
made you " f d  good" as a malt of doing police work in the past month. Answer by 
putting the appropriate number in the blank (" ") beside each statement. 

I 2 3 4 5 
definitely does rareiy sometimes often *o~@Y 
NOT appiy appiies applies appiies a p p k  
to me to me to me to me to me 

- Helping the public 
The public showing an interest in my work 
ReceMng thanks fiom the public 

- Helping children 
- Helping complainants 

Delivering good news 

- Helping motonsts 
Obtalliing an admission ffom an acaised 

Charging someone 

- Getting a good "pinch" 
- Going on a raid 
- Going to good c d s  
- Getting a good resdt at court 
- A good' roster 
- Shift work Mting in with other activities 
- Days off 
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Working with people who are considerate 
Working with people who know what they are doing 
Working with people who are good perfomers 
other members doing the rigbt thing 
Working with people that 1 iike 
Personal reaction fiom other members 

- Working with people that &en 
- Getting dong with my peers 

Tidy work areas 

- Good facilties 
Tidy locker rooms 

- Receiving a good promotional rating 
- Receiving a good performance rating 

Getting a good duty 
Opportunity for promotion 
Working hard 
Achieving a heavy workload 
Getting things done 
Meeting deadlines 
Making decisions 
Having responsibility 
Kaving a say in decisions 
Making popular decisions 
Solvïng a problem 
Application of d e s  and policies 
Clarity of operational guidelines 
Results of my plans taking effect 
Honesty about my work by superiors 
Helpful supervision 
Having soineone to tun to for help or advice 
SufEicient time with famüy 
Support for my work fiom my spouse/partner/fiends (whichever is applicable) 
Equipment working 
Equipment being available 
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Appendk F 

The following are statements of job-related feelings. Please read each statement 
caduiiy and decide if you have ever felt this way ABOUT YOUR JOB. If you have 

. NEVER had thU feeling, write a "O" (zero) in the space before the statement If you 
have had this feeling, indicate HOW OFTEN you have felt it by writing the number 
(from 1-tod) that b a t  describes how frequentiy you bave felt that way. 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 
never a few times once a a few once a few mery 

a Year month times a a times &Y 
or less or less month week a week 

44. 1 feel emotionally drained fiom my work? 
45. 1 feel used up at the end of the ~ o r k d a y . ~  
46.- 1 feel fatigued when I get up in the moniing and have to face another day on the 

jobaa 
47. 1 can easily understaad how members ofthe public feel about thuigs.' 
48. 1 feel that 1 treat some members of the public as ifthey were impersonal objectsb 
49. Working with people ail day is really a strain for me.a 
50. - 1 ded very effectively with the problems of members of the publkc 
5 1. 1 feel bumed out âom my workaa 
52. 1 feel that I'm positively influenchg 0th- peoplets lives throue my workC 
53. I've become more cailous toward people since 1 took this job. 
54. 1 worry that this job is harde- me em~t iona l l~ .~  
55. 1 f-1 very energetkC 
56. 1 feel kstrated by my jobaa 
57. I feel that rm working too hard on my job.a 
58. 1 dont really care what happens to some members of the 
59. Working with people dKectly puts too much stress on me? 
60. 1 can easily create a relaxed amiosphere with members of the public.c 
61. 1 feel exhilarated ater working closely with members of the public.c 
62. 1 have accomplished many worthwhile things in this johc 
63. 1 fa1 like rm at the end of my ropeaa 
64. In my work, 1 deal with exnotional problems very caknly.' 
65. 1 feel that memben of the public blame me for some of their problems.b 

a Emotional Exhaustion. Depersonali;rirtion. Personal Accomplishment. 
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Appendix G 

The following questions are in the tom of statements which may or may not be 
reflective of you. Using the 140-7 point s d e  below, indicate the degree to which the 
statement is generaily truc for you, by placing the appropriate number in the bknk 
(" - ") beside the question. 

never b u e  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 aiways h i e  
for me for me 

10.- 
- 11.- 

12.- 
13.- 
14.- 
15.- 
16.- 
17.- 
18.- 
19,- 
20.- 
21.- 
22.- 

23.- 
24.- 
25.- 
26.- 
27.- 
28.- 
29.- 
30.- 

- 31.- 
32,- 
33.- 
34.- 
35.- 
36.- 
37.- 
38.- 
39.- 
40.- 
41.- 
42.- 
43.- 

Note. 

1 represent my police organization fàvourabIy to outsidasb 
1 do not go out of my way to defend the organization a gmst o d d e  threatsb 
1 do nnt teii outsiders that this is a good phce to work. 
1 do ~ ~ p t  ddend the organhation when emplaycs criticize itb 
I activeIy promote the organization's sezyicesb 
1 would accept a job at a competing organization for more money. b 

1 wodd not urge cmvorken to innst extra time and &od in the organizatioeb 
1 rare@ waste tirne while at w o k a  
1 produœ as much as 1 am capable of at ail timesa 
1 always corne to work on thema 
Regardes of the cirnimstance, 1 produœ the highest quality w o k a  
1 do not m e t  ail deadlines set by the orga&ationa 
1 am mentaUy alert and ready D s&ut work when I arrivt at woka 
1 foUow work rules and instructions with extreme c a c a  
1 sometimes waste organizatonal resoutces? 
1 keep work areas clean and mars 
I sometimes miss work for no ggood reasoaa 
1 only attend work-relateci meetings if rrquired by the job.' 
1 share ideas for new projects or imprwernents ~ i d e l y . ~  
1 keep infonned about produas and services and td otbas! 
1 work so that my personal appearamr is amactivc and appropriateriatea 
1 am not invoived in d d e  groups for the M t  of the oqpizationb 
1 fhquentiy make creative suggestions to CO-wor~er.~ 
1 use pmfessionaijudgement to assess what is ri@ and wrong for the organizatio~~~ 
1 encourage management to k a p  their knowledge and skiils cmentc 
1 encourage others to speak up at meetingsc 
1 help a>-workas think for themseivesc 
1 kcep well-informed on things where opinions might U t  the organhtionc 
I do not push supeNisors to perform to higher standardsc 
1 do not pume additional training to Mprove mg prformancermancec 
1 awid extra duties and responsriilities at work 
1 do not work beyond what is rrquiredb 
I volunteer for oyertime wodc whcn n e b  
1 have diiEcuity co-operatug with othen on projectsc 

a Obedience. Loyalty. Participation 
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66. The foiiowing section is dcsigned ta find out how people d u i  with different 
kinds of stressfiil situations that occur at work. Take a few minutes ruid think about 
different situations at work that you have found stnssful, dmcuit, or troubiing. 
Then, please n a d  each item beiow and indicate, by cirding the appropriate 
category, to what extent you did or thought about doing, or used each approach or 
strategy. 

Not Used Used Used a 
used somewhat quite great deal 

a bit 

- Just concentrated on what O 
1 had to do next-the next step. 

1 med to d y z e  the problem in order O 
to better understand it . 

Tmed to work or substitute O 1 
activity to take my mind off tbings. 

1 felt that time would make O 1 
a difference-the only thing to do was wait 

Bargained or compromised to get O 1 
something positive f?om the situation. 

a 1 did something which I diddt think would O 1 
work but at least I was doing something. 

a Tried to get the person responsible O 1 
- to change his / her rnind. 

g Talked to someone to find out O I 
more about the situation. 

Tried not to bum 
my bridges, but lave 
things open somewhat. 
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Hoped a miracle would happa. 

Went dong with fate; sometimes 
1 just have bad luck 

Went on as if nothing had 
happenec!. 

1 tried to keep my feelings 
to m y d  

Looked for the silver Iining, so to 
speak; tried to  look on the 
bright side. 

a 1 expressed anger to the person@) 
who caused the problem. 

g Accepted sympathy and 
understanding f?om someone. 

1 told rnyself things that helped 
me to feel better. 

Tried to forget the whole thing. 

g 1 got professional help. 

chan@ or grew as a person in a 
good way. 

1 waited to see what would happen 
before doing anythuig. 

1 apologized or did something to 
make it up. 
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1 made a plan of action and 
followed it. 

1 accepted the next best 
thing to what 1 wanted. 

a 1 let my feelings out sornehow. 

Realired that 1 brought the 
problern on myselt 

I came out of the experience 
better than when 1 went in, 

8 Taiked to someoae who codd 
do something concrete 
about the problem. 

Got away f?om it for a 
while; tried to rest or take a 
vacation. 

Tned to make rnyselffed 
better by eating, smoking, 
drinking, using drugs or 
medication, etc. 

a Took a big chance or did 
something very risky. 

1 tried not to act too hastily 
or foiiow my first huncb 

Maintained my pride and 
kept a stiff upper lip. 

~ediscovered what 
is important in We. 

. Cnanged sornething so 
things would tum out aii right. 
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Didn't let it get to me; 
refùsed to think too much 
about it . 

g 1 asked a relative or fiiend 
1 respecteci for advice. 

Kept others from knowing how 
bad things were. 

Made Eght of the situation; 
refùsed to get too serious 
about it, 

g Talked to someone about 
how 1 was feeling. 

a Stood rny ground and 
fought for what 1 wanted. 

Took it out on other people. 

~ r e w  on my past 
expenences; 1 was in a 

. similar situation before. 

I knew what had to 
be done so 1 doubled my 
efforts to mgke things work. 

Refbsed to beiieve that 
it had happened. 

1 made a promise to myseif 
that things would be different. 

Came up a cuup~e of 
different solutions to the problem. 

Accepted it, since nothing could 
be done. 
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1 tned to keep my feelings fiom 
interfixing with other things too much. 

Wished that 1 could change what 
had happened or how 1 felt. 

1 changeci something about myselE 

I daydreamed or imaghed a b e r  
t h e  or place than the one 1 was in 

Wshed that the situation wodd go 
away or somehow be over with. 

Had fantasies or wishes 
about how things might turn out. 

1 prepared myseif for the worst. 

1 went over in my mind what 1 
would say or do. 

1 thought about how a 
person 1 admire would handle this 
situation and used that as a model, 

I med to see things fiom the other 
persun's point of view. 

1 reminded myseif how much worse 
things couid be. 

1 jogged or exercised. 

1 med sornething entireIy different fkom 
any of the above (describe if you like). 

& t ~  a Confkontive Coping. Plannil Problem-Solving. Distancing. Self- 
controllin Accepting Repsonsibility. 'positive Reappraisal. g Seekiog Social 
Support. Escape / Avoidance. b* g Problem-Focused Cophg. eh Emotion- 
Fowsed Coping. 
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Appendix 1 

9. Beiow a n  words thnt describe fedings and emotions. Please n i d  u c h  word and 
indicate the extent to which you -Y m, THTS WBY. In other words, 
indicate the extent to which these diffennt words are descriptive of you as a person. 
Use the followiog 1-to-7 point scaie to record your answen in the blrnk ( " " )  
beside the woid. 

v e y  iittle 1 3 
L 3 4 5 6 7 very much 

Ïnterested 
aiert 
upset - 
nervous 
scared - 
jittey 
proud 
confused 

irritable 
mcited 
inspirecl 

m i m  
attentive 
enthmiastic 
afrsid 
helpless 

distressed - 
asbamed - 
stfong 
det ermined 
hostile 
active 
depressed - 
hopetess 

Bold indicates items reflecting negative &W. 
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Appendix J 

7. The foiiowing are a list of statements. Please indiute the extent to which they 
a n  tme for you OR filse for you. Use "T" to indicate tme or mostly tme, and "Ft' 
to indicate fahe or mostly filsc 

- 1 like to gossip at Mies. 

- There have been occasions when 1 took advantage of someone. 
- 1 am always w i h g  to admit it when 1 make a mistake- 
- 1 always try to practice what I preach 
- 1 sometimes try to get even rather thaa f0rgR.e and forget- 

At times I have really insisted on havïng things my own way. 

- There have been occasions when 1 have felt like smiisfiing things. 
1 never resent being asked to return a fkvour. 

- 1 have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different nom my own. 
- 1 have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's feelings. 
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Appendix K 

Police Work Experiences and their Relatioaship to Burnout and Organïzationai 
Citizenship Behaviour 

1 am a constable with the Ontario Provincial Police, currently on leave of absence in order 
to complete a master's degree in clinicai psychology at Lakehead University. As part of 
my thesis, 1 am investigating the relationship between the facets of police work, and both 
burnout and behaviours indicative of organi2;ationa.l citizenship. 

One purpose of the research is simply to examine the Iaceis of police work that officers 
- identify as more bothersome, and those that they idente as making them "fed good". 

Another purpose is to investigate the relationships between work experiences, individual 
characteristics burnout, orgaxizatiod citizenship behaviour, and the role that coping 
rnethods play in mediating such relationships, in order to better understand the nature, 
antecedents and consequences of stress among police officers. 

The study involves fiilhg out the following questionnaire on the variables mentioned 
above. It will require only a few minutes of your time. There is no risk involved. You are 
N-, required to iden* yourseE your ra& or your area of work. In other words, 

S m  
,mN& Your participation is completely VA- and no one d 
know ifyou participate or not. Should you decide to participate, simply complete the . . questionnaire, endose it in the accompanying envelope, seaI it, and --th% 

for . f . ton,UkId 

There are no right, wrong, or bad answers. The data fiom aii participants will be pooled 
and anaiyzed as a groop, and you may obtain a copy of the final results of the study by 
writhg or cahg either me, or the superviskg professor, Dr. D. M d a n  of the 

- Department of Psychology at Lakehead Universisr at the addresses and phone numbers 
provided below. Also, a summary of the results wiu be forwarded to each 
detachment/station after the analyses are completed. There are no benefits to you 
personally for participating in the study. However, the findings could uitimately be usefiil 
in the enhancement of recniitment, training, and organizational practices. Thanlc you in 
advance for your CO-operation. 

Andrea Kohan Dr. D. Mazmanïan, Dept. of Psychology, 
302 N. Court St., Thunder Bay Lakehead University, 955 Oliver Rd., 
(807) 346-0892 Thunder Bay, Ont. (807) 343-8257 
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- -- 

1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6  
1. Total Work Hasdes (+) (+) ? ? ? + + - - 1  - - 1  - 3 (-1 (+) 

2 Work Hassles (ORG) (+) 3 ? + + - - 1  - - 1  - ? (-1 (+) 

3. Work Hassles (OPER) ? ? ? + + - - 1  - 1  - - 3 6) (+) 

4. Total Work Uplifts + + - - 1  1 + + + + ? (+) (-1 
S. Work Uplifts (ORG) + - - + + + + + 3 (+) (-1 

6. Work Uplifts (OPER) - 1  - + + + + + 3 (+) (-1 
7, €mational Exhaustion + - - - 1  - - 3 (-1 (+) 

10. Obedience + + + ? (+) (-1 

- 11. Loyatty 

12 Participation 

13. ProblemFocused Coping ? (+) (-1 

14. Emotion-Focused Coping (-1 (+) 

15. Positive Trait Affect (-1 
16. Neqative Trait AEed 

N* (+) Positive correlation (0)  Negative correlation. ? No predicted correlation. 
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Table 2 

-- 

Variable Raw Score Range Number of Outlieis Removed 
Total Work Uplifts 1 0 1 -253 1 

Positive Trait Affed 24-74 2 

Negative Trait Affect 0-57 3 

Emotional Exhaustion 0.47 2 

Pmblem-Focused Coping 8-40 

Emoüon-Focused Coping 9-69 1 
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Table 3 

TddOoayWak'HOrrb." 

a p a d o d  Wgn-b- 

O r O p n ~ W O r k ~ '  

T o t o r O O l y W o r k Y ~ ~ u S )  

ofmwomd wak-upaffr- 
- .  

a g m E a m d W 0 f k - U ~  

SoealDsusbny 

P o r i t i w ~ M d  (PM) 

-(OCBS) 

Lapar(OCBS) 
. - 
-0 

DspsMnohobkno  

--(&iman) 

CaidrardivsCopiiig(wca) 

. ~~Pm#arrSdvhq(w-) 

Distonciig (w-1 

Sar-ca7lrd (WCCL) 

Accsptna-W-) - R q 3 p m d  (WCCL) 

smlkhg SocPl Support (wax) 

tiCpps/A-(w=) 

F ' m b h n P o c d ~  

E-W 1.31 39.45 -34 9.87 

See Measues section for d e  parameters for each measure. 
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Table 4 

Work Experiences 

ORGANIZATIONAL Hassles 

OPERATIONAL Hassles 

ORGANIZATIONAL Upiifts 

OPERATIONAL Uplifts 

Items Removed 

lnegular meat times 
Missing mals 
Rushed eating 
Poor Media Coverage 
Tm much wrk to do 
T m  rnuch expeded of me 
lnsuffiaent tirne to complete a job 
Meeting deadlines 
Being responsibie for 0th- 
Dealing Wh other people's proMems 
Trying to show an interest in people 
Equipment failure 

Shidying 
Exarns 
Achieving a heavy wr2doad 
Suffitient tirne Wh family 
Support for my wrk from spouse/pertner~end 
Chargirig sameone 
Days off 
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TableS(a) 

C- of 0- Or- . . 

Mean Scores 

Samgdes Operational H d e s  Orqanizational Hassies df t-value 

Enlire Sampte N = 168 275 264 167 25T 

items Rernoved N = 169 269 

Patrd Onicers N = 106 290 

Supervisors N = 24 222 249 23 -234' 

Table Sm) 

Mean Scores 
Sarnple Operational Ugli i  Organ~ational Uplifts df t-value 

Entire Sample N = 169 3.19 3.67 168 -9.27" 

items Rernoved N = 172 3.1 5 3.65 171 -9.17" 

Patrol Officers N = 104 3-38 3-60 103 -5.24" 

Supervisors N = 49 2-96 3.78 48 -7.4F 

Administrators N = 24 2-47 3.71 23 4.W 
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Table 6 

2 Work H8sSkS (W.) .6Ob -05 .O4 .13 .42b .45b -11 -.Il -.31b -.II -16 -09 -.13 .34b 

3. Work Hssslcs (~per.) -10 -.O5 .33b .34b -.02 -.13 -.17 -- -12 -11 .O1 .31b 

4. Totai Work UpWlS .92b -71 b -B -.O7 .32b 27b 27b -18 .2h .Sb --13 

5. Work UpIM (W.) .40b -.17 -.IO .32b .31b .30b .40b -13 .52b -.15 

6. Work U~liftS (W.) -.18 .CD 2% .O7 -09 -.O3 -14 -1- 2t3ô .O3 

7.EmdknalEnmrwtkri .43b -33b -= -.a -24b -.O7 -.O0 .37b 

8, DepmaMordion -.t4 -.1& -3% -26b -12 -08 -.17 .32b 

9. P # s o r r a l A c c M p l ~  .37b -43b .43b .2ûb 2 l a  -41 b -.If 

10. Obsdicnca .37b .37b .O9 -03 .37b -24b 

11. Loyalty .64b -13 .18a .48b -27b 

1 2  Participat#ri 28b.24 .43b 717 

13. P - m  CopuiEl -75b -1% Zia 

14. Grdm-Focused Coping 2 l a  23a 

15. P o & h  Affact -aOa 

16, N w  Affsd 

mte ,p<.01. bp<.OO1. 
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Table 7 

Variable 
TOTAL Worù Hassles 

ORGANIZATIONAL Work Hassles 

OPERATIONAL Work Hassies 

TOTAL Wodc Uplifts 

ORGANIZATIONAL Worlc HassIes 

OPERATIONAL Work Hassles 

Emoüonal Exhaustion 

Depersonalkation 

Personal Accornplishment 

Obedience 

LoyaQ 

Participation 

ProbIem-Focused Coping 

Emotion-Focused Coping 

Positive Trait Affed 

Negative Trait Affed 

&&. *p<.Ol. **p< .OOl. 
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Tabfe 8, 

IDV DV Moderator Bivanate Association Partial Correlation 

Org. Hassles 

Total Uplifts 

Total Uplifts 

Org, Uplifts 

Org. Hassles 

Org. Hassles 

Org. Hassles 

Org- Hassles 

Org. Hassles 

Oper. Hassles 

Total Hassfes 

Org. Hassles 

Depersonalization 

. Obedience 

Persona1 Accomp- 

Peisonal Accomp, 

Emotional Exhaust. 

Depersonalkation 
Emotional Exhaust. 

De personalizaüon 

Loyatty 
Participation 

Loyaity 

Loyah 

PA 

PA 

NA 

NA 

PFC 

PFC 
EFC 

EFC 

PFC 

PFC 

EFC 
EFC 

Oper. Hassles Participation EFC -20  0.26- 

Note, *p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001. m=rnarginaUysignificant(seeRdts). 
PA = Positive Mkt. NA = Negative M i .  PFC = Problem-focuseci Coping. 
EFC = Emotion-focused Coping. 
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Figure 1. The relationship between organi;riltionai work hassles and 
depersonalization (burnout) moderated by positive affect (PA). 

18 - 

0 4  z . 4 

O so 100 Mo 200 200 

Total Uplifts 

16 - 
14 - 
12 - 
10 - 
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6 - 

Figure 2. The relationship between total work upMs and personal 
accompiishment (burnout) moderated by negative affect (NA). 

- -Law PA 

= - -t(ighPA 

- Moderate 
PA 
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Orga niza tionel Uplib 

409 

3s- 

30 - 
2s - 
20 - 
t S  - 
10 - 
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Figure 3. The reiationship between orgsinizational uplifts and personal 
accomplishment (buniout) moderated by negative affect (NA). 

= = =High NA 

- Mode rate NA 

- -Low NA 

I 1 i 

O i . 1 
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Total Uplifls 
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Figure 4. The relationship between total work uplifks and obedience (OCB) 
moderated by positive affect (PA). 
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- -Low PFC 

M o d e a t e  
PFC 

- = -Hgh PFC 

Organizational Hasdes 

Figure 5 .  The relationship between organizational hassles and emotiod 
exhaustion (bumout) modmted by problem-focused (PFC). 

Organizational Hariles 

- - Low PFC 

- Moderate 
PFC 

= - =High PFC 

Figure 6. The relationship between organizational hassles and deperso-tion 
(burnout) moderated by pro blem-focused coping (PFC) . 
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- -Low EFC 

- Moderate EFC 

- = -Higti EFC 

Organizational Haales 

Figure 7. The reiationship between organhtional hassles and emotiod 
exhaustion (burnout) moderated by emotion-focused (EFC). 

I -  -low EFC 

Figure 8. The relationship between organktional hassles and depersonalization 
(buniout) moderated by emotion-focused coping (EFC). 
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- -Low PFC 1 

Figure 9. The relationship between organizatioaal hassles and loyaity (OCB) 
modexated by problem-focused coping 
PFC). 

- -Low PFC 

- Modeab PFC 

Figure 10. The relationship between operational hassles and participation (OCB) 
moderateci by problem-foaised wping (PFC). 
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- - Low EFC 

- Moderate EFC 

- - -Mgh EFC 

Figure 1 1. The relationship between total work hassles and Ioyaity (OCB) 
moderated by motion-foaised coping (EFC). 

-Low EFC I 

Figure 12. The reiaîionship between organhtioaal work hassles and Ioyalty 
(OCB) moderated by emotion-focused coping (EFC). 
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- -Law EFC 

- Moderate EFC 

Figure 13. The relationship betwen operationai work hassles and participation 
(OCB) moderated by emotion-foaised coping WC). 
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